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ABSTRACT

A modular optical Switch includes a Set of optical Switch
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receive optical signals from, and transmit optical Signals to,
edge nodes based on connection requests received from the
edge nodes. The master controller acts to Select a path, using
a simple or compound time-slot matching process, through
the mesh of Switch modules for each optical signal related to
a connection request. Advantageously, the optical Switch
modules are fast Switching, enabling the use of time-sharing
Schemes Such as TDM, and the modular optical core node is
made practical by efficient path Selection at the master
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MODULAR

cal and electronic Switch modules, a master controller, and
a Switch-module controller for each of the Switch modules.
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MODULAR HIGH-CAPACITY SWITCH
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates to communication
networks and, more particularly, to a modular, high-capacity
Switch for use in Such networks.
BACKGROUND

0002. A typical data network comprises a number of
Source nodes, each Source node receiving traffic from
numerous traffic Sources, and a number of Sink nodes, each

Sink node transmitting data to numerous traffic sinkS. The
Source nodes can be connected to the Sink nodes directly or
through core nodes. Source nodes and Sink nodes are usually
paired So that a Source node and an associated Sink node are
included within a Single edge node.
0003. The capacity of a given data network may be
defined by the capacities of the edge nodes and the core

nodes. Each link between nodes (e.g., a link from a Source
node to a core node or a link from a core node to a sink node)

may comprise multiple channels. Where an optical link is
divided into channels using Wavelength Division Multiplex

ing (WDM), each channel in the optical link is defined by a

Separate modulated wavelength. Additionally, the link, or
channels of the link, may be Sub-divided in time using Time

Division Multiplexing (TDM). In a TDM scheme, a set

number of time slots makes up a TDM frame. A core node
that acts to connect Source nodes to Sink nodes using
multi-channel links may Switch an entire incoming link to an

outgoing link (link Switching), an incoming channel to an
outgoing channel (channel Switching) or an incoming Sub
divided channel to an outgoing Sub-divided channel (time
Sharing Switching). In time-sharing Switching, a received
optical Signal may be Switched to a first Sink node during one
time interval and Switched to a Second Sink node during an
immediately Subsequent time interval. Accordingly, a Switch
must be capable of changing the destination of a received
Signal in a very short period of time. Switches capable of
Such Switching are said to be capable of fast-Switching.
0004 Fast-switching, high-capacity, optical Switches are
needed to realize an agile optical-core network, that is, an
optical-core network that may adjust Swiftly to changes in
desired connectivity between edge nodes. A core node

comprises one or more Switches. The degree of a Switch (or
a core node) is a measure of a number of input ports and

output ports. To construct a high degree, fast-Switching,
optical core node using optical-Switch modules of Smaller
sizes, it is known to use an aggregation of the optical-Switch
modules in a multi-stage arrangement. Where a typical Space
Switch need only be configured to connect an input port to
an output port, a core node comprising Several optical
Switch modules may need to be configured to connect an
input port in a first Switch to an output port of a Second
Switch. Such a need may be met by establishing a “path’
acroSS the core node from the first Stage to the Second Stage.
If a direct connection from the first Stage to the Second Stage
is unavailable, Such a path may traverse one or more
intermediate Stages.
0005 The construction of a high-capacity, multi-stage,
optical core node using optical-Switch modules would be
considered easily manageable if high path-establishment
Speed was not a requirement. For instance, high path

establishment Speed is not a requirement in the case of
conventional croSS connectors. However, a relatively long
delay required to change a path acroSS an optical core node
may preclude the use of Such an optical core node for
time-sharing Switching Schemes Such as TDM Switching or
burst Switching. In the absence of Such time-sharing Switch
ing Schemes, the multi-stage optical core node becomes a
channel-Switching cross-connector and a network based on
Such a core node may be forced to perform Such measures
as multiple edge-to-edge hopS and/or intra-core hops to
inter-connect certain edge nodes. These measures may Sig
nificantly increase the complexity, and degrade the perfor
mance, of a network. Ideally, every Source node in a given
network should be able to reach every Sink node in the given
network either directly or via a single core node. However,
when none of the core nodes to which a Source node

connects Subsequently connects to a desired sink node, there
may be a necessity to Send a data Stream to an intermediate
edge node that connects to a core node that does connect to
the desired Sink node. Such use of an intermediate node may
be called “tandem Switching”.
0006 The number of sink nodes that a given source node
can reach without Switching at an intermediate edge node is
referenced herein as the reach index of the Source node.

Slow Switching, in contrast to the fast Switching mentioned
above, may limit the reach of a Source node and may
necessitate tandem Switching for data Streams of low traffic
intensity. This is due to the coarse granularity resulting from
Slow Switching, which increases the number of hops. A data
Stream is defined as data that is transferred from a Source

node to a sink node over a particular path (e.g., via a
particular core node). Tandem Switching may be required
when channel Switching is used in the core because the
number of channels emanating from a Source node would
typically be Smaller than the number of Sink nodes addres
Sable by the Source node.
0007 Hereinafter, a link from a source node to a core
node is called an uplink and a link from a core node to a sink
node is called a downlink. A channel in an uplink is called
an upstream channel and a channel in a downlink is called
a downstream channel. Data carried by an uplink or an
upstream channel is identified as upstream data and data
carried by a downlink or a downstream channel is identified
as downstream data.

0008 An electronic edge node can realize a high reach
indeX due to the inherent fast-Switching ability of electronic
edge nodes, which enables capacity division into Small units.
AS Stated above, the reach index of a reference edge node is
the number of other edge nodes that can be reached by the
reference edge node, directly or through core nodes. An
optical core node, however, is preferably bufferleSS and,
hence, requires precise time coordination with the Source
nodes in order to create paths of fine granularities through
time Sharing. To Summarize, a fast-Switching core node may
independently route individual data blockS defined using
time-sharing Switching techniqueS Such as TDM Switching
or burst Switching. Realizing a high-capacity network
requires high-capacity, fast-Switching core nodes. Prefer
ably, the core nodes include optical Switches.

0009) McGuire (U.S. Pat. No. 5,889,600, issued Mar. 30,
1999) discloses a modular switch operated in a channel

Switching mode comprising a plurality of Star couplers,
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connecting to a plurality of input WDM links and a plurality
of output WDM links. Each WDM link comprises a number
of wavelength channels equal to the number of Star couplers.
Each input WDM link is demultiplexed into its constituent
wavelength channels and each of the individual wavelength
channels connects to an input port of one of the Star couplers.
Wavelength converters are provided at the output ports of
the star couplers. Each output WDM link carries multiplexed
optical Signals received from an output port of each Star
coupler. The modular Switch allows a wavelength channel
from any input port to connect to any of wavelength channel
in a Subset of the output ports of the Star couplers. For
example, using 32x32 star couplers, 32 WDM input links
and 32 WDM output links, each input link and each output
link carrying 32 wavelength channels, a Specific wavelength
channel in an input link can be Switched to any one of a
Subset of 32 of the 1,024 output ports of the 32 star couplers.
0.010 Multi-stage, optical Switch structures that Switch
channels are known in the prior art. For example, Kuroy

anagi (U.S. Pat. No. 6,154,583, issued Nov. 28, 2000)

describes an optical Switch configured as a multi-stage
circuit, with each of the Stages including a plurality of Space
Switches. An arrangement of optical amplifiers is also
described. Such Structures, however, are limited to channel

herein, includes Several medium-capacity, fast-Switching,
optical Switch modules enables the construction of an agile,
Scalable optical network. Each optical Switch module is
provided with a controller that includes time-locking cir
cuitry and adaptive-configuration circuitry. The optical
Switch modules are connected to each other in a mesh

Structure and each uplink has an internal time-Switched path
to a respective switch-module controller. The Switch-module
controllers are communicatively coupled to a master con
troller, which hosts a fast path-selection device. The Switch
module controllerS also exchange time-locking data with
external nodes, receive connection requests from external
nodes, communicate the time-slot-allocation requests to the

master controller (based on the connection requests), receive

descriptions of time division multiplexed frames from the
master controller and configure the internal connectivity of
the optical Switch modules based on the appropriate time
division multiplexed frame descriptions.
0014 Advantageously, the master controller of the modu
lar, high-capacity Switch is configured So that time-slot
allocation requests that may be Satisfied by a Second-order

time-slot matching process (for a direct path between Switch
modules) may be processed before time-slot-allocation

requests that may be Satisfied by a third-order time-slot

Switching granularity, which may be considered too coarse
for future applications.

matching process (for an indirect path between Switch
modules). This order of processing avoids unnecessary

0011 Bala et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 6,335,992, issued Jan. 1,
2002) describe a Scalable multi-stage optical cross-connect.

diversion of a connection to an indirect path. Intra-Switch
module paths, which do not require traversing inter-module
links, can be processed last.

The multi-stage optical croSS connect comprises a plurality
of first stage Switch matrices, a plurality of middle Stage
Switch matrices having input ports and output ports, and a
plurality of last Stage Switch matrices having input ports and
output ports. Each of the first Stage Switch matrices has a
plurality of input ports, each input port receiving an input
communication signal, and a larger number of output ports,
where the first Stage Switch matrices Switch the input com
munication signals to Selected output ports. The input ports
of the middle Stage Switch matrices are coupled to the output
ports of the first stage Switch matrices for receiving com
munication signals output from the first stage Switch matri
ceS. The middle Stage Switch matrices Switch communica
tions signals received at their input ports to their output
ports. The input ports of the last Stage Switch matrices are
coupled to the output ports of the middle Stage Switch
matrices for receiving communication signals output from
the middle Stage Switch matrices. The last Stage Switch
matrices Switch communications signals received at their
input ports to their output ports. In addition, the middle Stage
itself can be recursively a multistage Switch.
0012 Neither of the above two disclosures suggests the
use of a time-Sharing Scheme, Such as TDM, in a bufferleSS
multi-stage Switching node. A node Structure that permits
Scalability and can employ time-sharing techniques is
required, and methods of circumventing the difficulty of
Scheduling Signal transfer in bufferleSS, multi-stage, time
Sharing, optical Switching nodes are required to enable the
realization of Such nodes and, ultimately, an efficient net
work that Scales to capacities of the order of Several petabits/
Second.
SUMMARY

0013 A modular, high-capacity, optical core node, which
is exemplary of the modular, high-capacity Switch proposed

0.015. In accordance with an aspect of the present inven
tion there is provided a modular Switch. The modular switch
includes a plurality of Switch modules. Each of the plurality
of Switch modules includes a plurality of inlet ports, each of
the plurality of inlet ports adapted to communicatively
couple to an optical link from an external node, a plurality
of outlet ports, each of the plurality of outlet ports adapted
to communicatively couple to an optical link to an external
node, a plurality of outbound ports, each of the plurality of
outbound ports communicatively coupled to an inter-modu
lar link to an other of the plurality of Switch modules and a
plurality of inbound ports, each of the plurality of inbound
ports communicatively coupled to an inter-modular link
from an other of the plurality of Switch modules. The
modular Switch also includes a master controller including a
path Selection device adapted to match vacant time slots in
calendars associated with particular ones of the inlet ports,
the outlet ports and selected outbound ports of the Switch
modules in response to receiving a connection request, the
connection request Specifying an inlet port, an outlet port,
and a number of time slots in a time-division-multiplex
frame.

0016. In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention there is provided an optical core node. The optical
core node includes a plurality of optical Switch modules
connected as a mesh, wherein each of the optical Switch
modules is adapted to communicate with an external node
over a corresponding Outer link, communicate with another
optical Switch module over an inner link. The optical core
node also includes a plurality of Switch-module controllers,
each of the plurality of Switch-module controllers associated
with one of the plurality of optical Switch modules, each of
the Switch-module controllers including a time-locking unit
adapted to time-lock the Switch-module controller with the
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external node with which the Switch-module controller
communicates over the outer link.

0.017. In accordance with a further aspect of the present
invention there is provided a method of controlling an
optical Switch module in a modular optical Switch. The
method includes receiving a connection request, from an
edge node, via the optical Switch module, where Satisfying
the connection request requires use of an inter-modular link
to another optical Switch module in the modular optical
Switch, Sending a time-slot-allocation request to a master
controller of the modular optical Switch, where the time
slot-allocation request is based on the connection request,
receiving a plurality of connection Schedules, from the
master controller in response to the Sending the time-slot
allocation request, wherein each of the plurality of connec
tion Schedules is associated with a port of the optical Switch
module and Sending, to the optical Switch module, com
mands adapted to configure an internal connectivity of the
optical Switch module according to the connection Sched
ules.

0.018. In accordance with a still further aspect of the
present invention there is provided, in a Switching node
having a plurality of input ports and a plurality of output
ports, the Switching node having a controller that includes a
route-Set memory Storing a route Set of routes for each pair
of input and output ports, and a plurality of cascaded
Schedulers, each Scheduler associated with a result memory
and operable to Schedule connections for a specified Sub-set
of time slots within a slotted time frame, a method of

Scheduling connections in response to receiving connection
requests. Each connection request includes a connection
descriptor having a connection identifier and Specifying one
of the plurality of input ports, one of the plurality of output
ports and a requested number of time slots in a Slotted time
frame. The method includes determining a number of pend
ing time slots, the number of pending time slots initially
equated to the requested number of time slots, Selecting a
current Scheduler, Starting with the first Scheduler, to allocate
allocable time slots and place identifiers of the allocable
time slots in the result memory, Selecting a Subsequent
Scheduler as the current Scheduler and cyclically reading
content of the result memory associated with each of the
plurality of cascaded Schedulers.
0019. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided, in a Switching node
comprising inlet ports, outlet ports and inner links, where a
route Set is designated for each pair of inlet and outlet ports
and includes at least one route, each of the at least one route

traversing two of the inner links, each inlet port adapted to
receive time-multiplexed signals, each Signal occupying at
least one time-slot in a time frame having O time slots, each
inlet port, outlet port and inner link associated with a
calendar of OZ1 cells, each cell corresponding to a time slot
and containing an indication of an occupancy State, a method
of Scheduling a transfer of data, in a Specified number of
time slots, from a given inlet port to a given outlet port using
a designated route Set. The method including Selecting a
candidate time slot from the Otime slots, where the Selecting
is performed in a predetermined order, and, for the candidate
time slot, determining, from the calendar associated with the
given inlet port, an occupancy State of the given inlet port for
the candidate time slot, determining, from the calendar
asSociated with the given outlet port, an occupancy State of

the given outlet port for the candidate time slot, Selecting a
candidate route in the designated route Set for consideration,
where the Selecting is performed in a cyclic order and where
the consideration comprises determining, from the calendar
asSociated with a first inner link in the candidate route, an

occupancy State of the first inner link in the candidate route
for the candidate time slot and, where the occupancy State of
the given inlet port, the given outlet port and the first inner
link in the candidate route is determined as vacant, consid

ering the candidate route a first available route and the
candidate time slot an allocable time slot.

0020. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided a method of matching
vacant time slots in a plurality of calendars of time slots,
each of the plurality of calendars associated with a port at
one of a plurality of optical Switch modules in a modular
optical Switch. The method includes receiving a request for
Scheduling a time slot that is vacant in a first of the optical
Switch modules and a Second of the optical Switch modules,
the request Specifying an inlet port of the first of the optical
Switch modules, used to receive a data block from a first

edge node, and an outlet port of the Second of the optical
Switch modules, used to transmit the data block to a Second

edge node and performing a Second-order matching process.
The Second-order matching process includes examining
occupancy of the inlet port and the outlet port over Sequen
tial time slots until a particular time slot is found for which
both the inlet port and the outlet port are vacant, where the
examining begins at an initial time slot and, where the
particular timeslot is found for which both the inlet port and
the outlet port are vacant, assessing occupancy of a first
inter-modular link connecting the first of the optical Switch
modules to the second of the optical switch modules for the
particular time slot.
0021. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided a method of matching
vacant time slots in a plurality of calendars of time slots,
each of the plurality of calendars associated with a port at
one of a plurality of optical Switch modules in a modular
optical Switch. The method includes receiving a request for
Scheduling a time slot that is vacant in a first of the optical
Switch modules and a Second of the optical Switch modules,
the request Specifying an inlet port of the first of the optical
Switch modules, used to receive a data block from a first

edge node, and an outlet port of the Second of the optical
Switch modules, used to transmit the data block to a Second

edge node and performing a third-order matching process.
The third-order matching process includes examining occu
pancy of the inlet port and the outlet port for Sequential time
slots until a particular time slot is found for which both the
inlet port and the outlet port are vacant, where the examining
begins at an initial time slot, where the particular time slot
is found for which both the inlet port and the outlet port are
vacant, assessing occupancy of a Second inter-modular link
connecting the first of the optical Switch modules to a third
of the optical Switch modules and a third inter-modular link
connecting the third of the optical Switch modules to the
Second of the optical Switch modules for the particular time
slot.

0022. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided an apparatus for match
ing vacant time slots in a plurality of calendars of time slots,
each of the plurality of calendars associated with a port at
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one of a plurality of optical Switch modules in a modular
optical Switch. The apparatus includes a request buffer
adapted to receive a request for allocating a time slot that is
vacant in a first of the optical Switch modules and a Second
of the optical Switch modules, the request Specifying an inlet
port of the first of the optical Switch modules, used to receive
a data block from a first edge node, and an outlet port of the
Second of the optical Switch modules, used to transmit the
data block to a Second edge node, a path finder adapted to
perform a Second-order matching process for a-given
request from the request buffer. The Second-order matching
proceSS includes examining occupancy of the inlet port and
the outlet port for Sequential time slots until a particular time
slot is found for which both the inlet port and the outlet port
are vacant, where the examining begins at an initial time slot
and, where the particular time slot is found for which both
the inlet port and the outlet port are vacant, assessing
occupancy of a first inter-modular link connecting the first of
the optical Switch modules to the Second of the optical
Switch modules for the particular time slot and, where the
first inter-modular link is vacant for the particular time slot,
generating a result record identifying the given request, the
particular time slot and the first inter-modular link. The
apparatus also includes a connection-control circuit adapted
to receive the result record, update the plurality of calendars
to result in updated calendars that reflect use of the particular
time slot to Satisfy the request and Send the updated calen
dars to the first of the optical Switch modules and the second
of the optical Switch modules.
0023. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided a method of Selecting a
path through a modular optical Switch. The method includes
receiving a request, where the request identifies a requested
number of time slots, an inlet port of a first Switch module
and an outlet port of a Second Switch module, responsive to
the receiving the request, comparing a State map, Specific to
a particular time slot, associated with the inlet port to a State
map, Specific to the particular time slot, associated with the
outlet port to find a matching time slot that is vacant in both
the inlet port and the outlet port, if the comparing provides
the matching time slot, wherein the State maps associated
with the respective ports indicate vacancy in the particular
time slot, recording the matching time slot in a result record
and transmitting the result record to a controller of the
modular optical Switch.
0024. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided a path Selection appara
tus. The path Selection apparatus includes a plurality of
matching units, where each of the plurality of matching units
is adapted to receive a connection request, where the con
nection request identifies a requested number of time slots,
an inlet port of a first Switch module and an outlet port of a
Second Switch module, responsive to the receiving the
time-slot-allocation request, compare a State map, Specific to
a particular time slot, associated with the inlet port to a State
map, Specific to the particular time slot, associated with the
outlet port to find a matching time slot that is vacant in both
the inlet port and the outlet port and, if the comparing
provides the matching time slot, wherein the State maps
asSociated with the respective ports indicate vacancy in the
particular time slot, record the matching time slot in a result
record. The path Selection apparatus also includes a plurality
of result buffers, each of the a plurality of result buffers
adapted to receive a result record from an associated one of

the plurality of matching units and a cyclic Selector adapted
to Select a single result record at a time from each of the
plurality of result buffers under control of the cyclic selector.
0025. In accordance with an even further aspect of the
present invention there is provided a data Structure for
Simple and compound time-slot matching over a number of
time slots to be Scheduled, the data Structure for use in a

Switch module in a modular Switch comprising a plurality of
Switch modules having inlet ports and outlet ports. The data
Structure includes a first matrix having a number of rows
equal to a first product of a maximum number of the inlet
ports and a maximum number of Switch modules and a
number of columns equal to the number of time slots, a
Second matrix having a number of rows equal to a Second
product of a maximum number of the outlet ports and a
maximum number of Switch modules and a number of

columns equal to the number of time slots, a third matrix
having a number of rows equal to a third product of the
maximum number of the inlet ports and a maximum number
of time slots to be considered and a number of columns

equal to a maximum number of the outlet ports and a fourth
matrix having a number of rows equal to a fourth product of
the maximum number of the outlet ports and a maximum
number of time slots to be considered and a number of

columns equal to the maximum number of inlet ports.
0026. Other aspects and features of the present invention
will become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art
upon review of the following description of Specific embodi
ments of the invention in conjunction with the accompany
ing figures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0027. In the figures which illustrate example embodi
ments of this invention:

0028 FIG. 1 illustrates a network of electronic edge
nodes interconnected by an optical core that Switches entire
individual wavelength channels according to an embodi
ment of the present invention;
0029 FIG. 2 illustrates a network similar to the network
of FIG. 1, with the exception that the capacity of each link,
wavelength channel-band or wavelength channel is divided

into units, using time-division multiplexing (TDM) for

example, and the optical core Switches individual units
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
0030 FIG. 3 qualitatively illustrates the effect of switch
granularity on edge-to-edge hopping and overall network
efficiency;
0031 FIG. 4 illustrates a modular core-node structured
as a mesh of Switch modules according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
0032 FIG. 5 illustrates a prior-art cascade of space
Switches connecting two electronic edge nodes wherein
de-coupling buffers interpose the Space Switches,
0033 FIG. 6 illustrates a single space Switch in the
modular core node of FIG. 4 connecting two electronic edge
nodes;

0034 FIG. 7 illustrates a cascade of two space switches
in the modular core node of FIG. 4 connecting two elec
tronic edge nodes without a decoupling buffer;
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0.035 FIG. 8 illustrates a cascade of three space switches
in the modular core node of FIG. 4 connecting two elec
tronic edge nodes without decoupling buffers,
0036 FIG. 9A illustrates a prior-art multiple first-order
time-slot matching process,
0037 FIG. 9B illustrates a compound second-order or
third-order time-slot matching process under moderate time
Slot packing according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

0038 FIG. 9C illustrates a compound second-order or
third-order time-slot matching process under ideal time-slot
packing according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0039 FIG. 10 illustrates a switch module and switch
module controller for use as a building block in a high
capacity optical node according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
0040 FIG. 11 illustrates a modular, high-capacity, opti
cal core node including a master controller that operates in
coordination with the building blocks of FIG. 10 according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
0041 FIG. 12 illustrates a mesh structure with inter
modular connections between Switch modules in a modular,

high-capacity, optical core node according to an embodi
ment of the present invention;
0.042 FIG. 13 illustrates a signal flow diagram according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
0.043 FIG. 14 illustrates steps of formulating a connec
tion request at a controller of a Switch module according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
0044 FIG. 15 illustrates a data structure for use in the
application of a Second-order time-slot matching proceSS for
the mesh structure of Switch modules of FIG. 12 according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
004.5 FIG. 16 illustrates the use of the data structure of
FIG. 15 in the application of a third-order time-slot match
ing process for the mesh of Switch modules of FIG. 12
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
0046 FIG. 17A illustrates temporal correlation of a first
pair of weakly correlated inter-modular links in the mesh

0051

FIG. 19B illustrates the inter-modular link labeling

Scheme, for inter-modular links inbound to the third Switch
module of FIG. 19A and outbound from the fifth Switch

module of FIG. 19A according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
0052 FIG. 20A illustrates a port labeling scheme and
asSociated State map, for port connecting to links inbound
from edge nodes to the Switch modules of FIG. 19A, as a
matrix, according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0053 FIG. 20B illustrates a port labeling scheme and
asSociated State map, for port connecting to links outbound
from to the Switch modules of FIG. 19A to edge nodes, as
a matrix, according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0054 FIG. 21A illustrates a port labeling scheme and
asSociated State map, for Outbound ports of the Switch
modules of FIG. 19A, as a matrix, according to an embodi
ment of the present invention;
0055 FIG. 21B illustrates a port labeling scheme and
asSociated State map, for inbound ports of the Switch mod
ules of FIG. 19A to edge nodes, each a transpose of one of
the matrices of FIG. 21A, according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
0056 FIG. 22 illustrates the control-data transfer from
Switch modules to the master controller according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
0057 FIG. 23 illustrates a path selection device using an
array of Schedulers for a cascaded Search according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
0.058 FIG.24 illustrates one of the schedulers of FIG.23
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
0059 FIG. 25 illustrates a result record generated by the
scheduler of FIG. 24;

0060 FIG. 26 and FIG. 27 illustrate a data structure for
use in Scheduling a connection in the modular core node of
FIG. 4;

0061 FIG. 28 illustrates state maps as used to select
paths in a first-order, Second-order, and third-order matching
processes according to an embodiment of the present inven

structure of FIG. 12;

tion;

0047 FIG. 17B illustrates temporal correlation of a
Second pair of weakly correlated inter-modular links in the

0062 FIG. 29 illustrates steps in a first-order, second
order, or third-order matching method to be used by the
scheduler of FIG. 24 according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
0063 FIG. 30 illustrates details of a step of third-order
matching to be used by the scheduler of FIG. 24 according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
0064 FIG. 31 illustrates a modular switch structured as
a mesh of electronic Switch modules and optical Switch
modules according to an embodiment of the present inven

mesh structure of FIG. 12;

0048 FIG. 18A illustrates temporal correlation of a first
pair of highly correlated inter-modular links in the mesh
structure of FIG. 12 with a first link-occupancy gradient;
0049 FIG. 18B illustrates temporal correlation of a
Second pair of highly correlated inter-modular links in the
mesh structure of FIG. 12 with a second link-occupancy
gradient;
0050 FIG. 19A illustrates an inter-modular link labeling
Scheme, for inter-modular links outbound from a third
Switch module and inbound to a fifth Switch module, in an

exemplary five-module node according to an embodiment of
the present invention;

tion; and

0065 FIG. 32 is a table indicating the order of time-slot
matching processes in a modular Switch comprising elec
tronic and/or optical Switch modules according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0066. A first exemplary network 100 is illustrated in FIG.
1 and includes a number of electronic edge nodes 102A,
102B, 102C, 102D, 102E, 102F, 102G, 102H, 102P, 102O,

102R, 102S, 102T, 102U, 102V and 102W (referenced
herein collectively or individually as 102) interconnected by
an optical core 106 that comprises a number of optical core

nodes 104, two of which, 104A and 104B (referenced herein
collectively or individually as 104), are illustrated. The
optical core nodes 104 may have different levels of Switch
ing granularities. Each of the electronic edge nodes 102 in
the first exemplary network 100 of FIG. 1 has a small
number of fiber links to the optical core 106, each fiber link

carrying wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) optical

signals, and is hereinafter referenced as a WDM link. The
electronic edge nodes 102 Support traffic Sources and traffic

sinks (not illustrated). The optical core nodes 104 Switch

wavelength channels, thus an electronic edge node 102
having a number, L, of WDM links, each link carrying W
wavelength channels, can reach at most LXW other elec
tronic edge nodes 102 at any given time. FIG. 1 illustrates
a case where an example electronic edge node 102U has two
WDM links each link carrying two wavelength channels. At
a given instant of time, the four wavelength channels ema
nating from edge node 102U may be connected to any four
edge nodes, as indicated by the Solid lines connecting edge
nodes 102G, 102H, 102R, 102S to the optical core 106.
0067. In a high-capacity network, the number of edge
nodes can be of the order of a thousand and the number of

WDM links from an edge node 102 would be of the order of
two, with each WDM link carrying 32 wavelength channels.
Thus the edge node can reach up to 64 other edge nodes at
any given time. Atypical electronic edge node 102, however,
may require connections to a large number of other elec
tronic edge nodes 102. Such high connectivity can then be
realized indirectly by multiple edge-to-edge hops, where
each edge-to-edge hop requires traversing the network core,
possibly in Several core hops. The electronic edge nodes 102
considered in this disclosure are based on electronic

Switches and can, therefore, provide a fine Switching granu
larity.
0068 If the number of edge nodes in a given network,
similar to that of FIG. 1 is much larger than the number of
channels connecting an edge node to the rest of the network,
then the majority of destination edge nodes can only be
reached by edge-to-edge hopping where the path between
two electronic edge nodes 102 traverses intermediate elec
tronic edge nodes 102.
0069 FIG. 2 illustrates a second exemplary network 200
similar to the first exemplary network 100 of FIG. 1.
Network 200 of FIG. 2 has an optical core 206 comprising
a number of core nodes 204, two of which 204A and 204B

are illustrated, and differs from the first exemplary network
100 in that the core nodes 204 Switch individual "Switched
units”. These Switched units derive from a division of the

capacity of each fiber link into Smaller units, using, for

example, time-division multiplexing (TDM).
0070. In a TDM scheme, the electronic edge nodes 102

repetitively send TDM frames, of a given number of time
Slots, having a structure predetermined at a core node 204.
A data block is transferred during each time slot. The
Structure Specifies the time slots in which a particular Source

electronic edge node 102 should place data blocks destined
for a particular destination electronic edge node 102. Com
munication between the Source electronic edge node 102 and
the core node 204 is used to establish the TDM frame

Structure. Such a Scheme requires precise time coordination
between electronic edge node 102 and core node 204.
0071. A related burst switching scheme also requires
precise time coordination between electronic edge node 102
and core node 204. In Such a Scheme, an electronic edge
node 102 indicates, to the core node 204, a desire to transmit

a large data block. The core node 204 may reply with a time
to Start Sending the data block.
0072 The reach index of an edge node in the second
exemplary network 200 is greater than that of an edge node
in the first exemplary network 100 because of the finer
granularity of Network 200. Consider the example elec
tronic edge node 102U having two WDM links to the optical
core with each link carrying two wavelength channels as
described above with reference to FIG. 1. Using a TDM
Switching scheme where the number of time slots per TDM
frame is 128, for example, then the two wavelength channels
connecting edge node 102U to core node 204A can be
divided into 256 time slots and at a given instant of time,
edge node 102U can communicate with all other edge nodes
connecting to core node 204A. Likewise, edge node 102U
can communicate with all other edge nodes connecting to
core node 204B, and Some edge nodes can be reached
through either or both of core nodes 204A and 204B.

0073. The use of TDM also enables partitioning the

capacity of a light beam, regardless of its wavelength band,
into optical Signal units, each optical signal unit correspond
ing to a data unit transmitted from an edge node 102 to
another edge node 102. If an electronic edge node 102 has
a relatively large number of fiber links, 16 for example, to
the optical core, and using 1,024 time slots per TDM frame,
the number of optical signal units would be 16,384 and a
high reach indeX can be realized for each edge node 102.
This eliminates the need for individual wavelength switch
ing. There are many advantages of Such wavelength-un
aware Switching in the optical core. The use of Such a
Scheme requires timing considerations to account for the
differing propagation Speeds of the constituent wavelength
channels in the time-slotted light beam as described in
Applicant's U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/960,959,
filed on Sep. 25, 2001 and titled “Switched Channel-Band
Network'.

0074 The performance, efficiency and scalability of a
telecommunications network, comprising nodes intercon
nected by links, depend heavily on the nodal degree and the
directly related network diameter. The degree of a specific
node is a measure of the number of nodes to which the

Specific node directly connects. A direct connection may be
continuous or time-slotted. A time slot, or a plurality of time
Slots, in a time-slotted link also constitutes a direct path
along the link. The diameter of a network is a measure of the
maximum number of hopS along the shortest path between
any two nodes. The higher the nodal degree, the Smaller the
network diameter becomes, and a Small network diameter

generally yields high performance and high efficiency. On
the other hand, for a given nodal degree, Scalability gener
ally increases with the network diameter, but to the detri
ment of network efficiency. It is therefore advantageous to
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increase the nodal degree to the highest limit that technology
permits. To illustrate the implications of nodal degree,

outbound port of the first Switch module to an inbound port

reference is made to FIGS. 1 and 2. The reach index of a
core node in the networks of FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 is defined

therefore an outbound link with respect to the first Switch
module and an inbound link with respect to the Second

herein as the number of edge nodes that can exchange
Signals through the core node.
0075 FIG. 3 qualitatively illustrates the effect of switch
granularity on edge-to-edge hopping. Fine Switch granular
ity reduces the number of hopS and, hence, increases the
network efficiency. The advantages of fine Switch granular
ity, however, are realized at a cost because increasingly fine
Switch granularity requires increasingly more elaborate con
trols. Selecting an appropriate granularity is crucial to net
work efficiency and performance. The inter-relationships
among the nodal degree, network diameter, core Switching
latency and network efficiency are illustrated in four quad
rants of a plot 300 in FIG.3, labeled Q301, Q302, Q303 and
Q304. The first quadrant Q301 shows the effect of core

Switch module. All internal links 420 are unidirectional.

Switching latency on the nodal degree. Fast Switching (low
latency) in the core enables time sharing of links and, hence,

a higher nodal degree. The nodal degree also increases with
node capacity. A high-capacity node can Support Several
links, each of which may further be time divided. The
second quadrant Q302 illustrates the effect of nodal degree
on network diameter. Naturally, a high degree results in a
high direct connectivity and, with proper topology, a Smaller
number of hops. The third quadrant Q303 illustrates the
dependence of network efficiency on the network diameter
where a Smaller diameter increases efficiency. Finally, the
fourth quadrant Q304 illustrates the enhancement of net
work efficiency with low Switching latency and high nodal
capacity. FIG. 3 illustrates two cases, case A with a high
network diameter, hence low network efficiency and case 'B'
with a high degree, low diameter and high efficiency. Case
* A in FIG.3 represents a multi-hop network while case 'B'
represents a network where the mean number of hopS is
small. Case 'B' enables higher performance and lower
network cost. Having an optical core node of high-capacity
and a low Switching latency is therefore highly desirable.
FIG.3 elucidates the benefits of having an optical core node
of high-capacity and low latency.
0076 FIG. 4 illustrates a modular optical core node 400
constructed as a modular Switch comprising five Switch

modules 404A, 404B, 404C,404D, 404E, (referenced herein
collectively or individually as 404) each Switch module 404

connecting to edge nodes 102 through WDM links 412 and
to each other switch module 404 through internal links 420,
each link 412,420 carrying at least one wavelength channel.
Each of the five switch modules 404A, 404B, 404C, 404D,

404E includes a corresponding space switch 408A, 408B,

408C, 408D, 408E (referenced herein collectively or indi
vidually as 408) for switching signals from input ports to
output ports (not illustrated). The input ports are divided into
inlet ports that receive signals from edge nodes and inbound
ports that receive signals from other switch modules 404.
The output ports are divided into outlet ports that Send
Signals to edge nodes and outbound ports that Send Signals
to other switch modules 404. Inlet ports and outlet ports
receive Signals from, and transmit signals to, edge nodes and
are, therefore, called outer ports. The inbound ports and
outbound ports of a Switch module 404 receive signals from,
and transmit Signals to other Switch modules and are,
therefore, called inner ports. An internal link 420 connecting
a first Switch module to a Second Switch module connects an

of the second Switch module, and the internal link 420 is

Thus, link 420BE carries signals from Switch module 404B

to Switch module 404E and another link 420EB (not illus
trated) carries signals from Switch module 404E to switch

module 404B. A link 420 may connect several outbound
ports of a first Switch module 420 to an equal number of
inbound ports of a Second Switch module. Each internal link
420 may carry a Single wavelength channel or a band of
wavelength channels.
0077. Each edge node 102 has an uplink 412 to a Switch
module 404 and a downlink 418 from the same, or another,

Switch module 404 of the modular core node 400. An uplink
412 or a downlink 418 may carry several wavelength
channels. A given edge node 102 may have more than one
uplink to the modular core node 400 and more than one
downlink from the modular core node 400. For a given edge
node 102, the number of uplinks need not equal the number
of down links and an edge node may choose to Send control
Signals to the modular core node along only one channel in
an uplink 412 and receive control Signals through one
channel of a downlink 418.

0078 If each uplink 412 and each downlink 418 carry
multiple wavelength channels, the modular core node 400
may either Switch time-slotted multi-channel Signals in a
Single Space Switch 408, or use a number of Space Switches
408 per Switch module 404. A multi-channel signal occupies
a band of wavelength channels as described in the afore
mentioned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/960,959. The
present disclosure is based on the generic case of Switching
time-slotted multi-channel Signals. The use of a multi
channel Signal of course covers the case of a Single-channel
Signal.
0079 A modular switch operating in a TDM mode
receives Signals from electronic Source nodes and a time-slot
Switching Stage takes place at each Source node. If each
Switch module in the modular Switch is an optical Switch, the
time slots Selected for a given connection request may be
Switched to other time slots at both the Source node and sink

node. Time-alignment of Source nodes and a corresponding
optical Switch module is enabled by a time-locking process
to be described hereinafter.

0080. This mesh structure is used to increase the number
of inlet and outlet ports of the modular core node. The
modular core node 400 can be used in either a channel

Switching mode, as described with reference to FIG. 1, or in
a TDM switching mode as described with reference to FIG.
2. The benefits of using a high-capacity core node were
described above with reference to FIG. 3.

0081 Preferably, each switch module 404 would have a
direct internal link 420 to each other Switch module 404. The
traffic volume from a Switch module 404A to a Switch

module 404B may be consistently higher than the capacity
of the direct link from Switch module 404A to Switch module

404B. It is preferable in this case to reserve the internal link
from Switch module 404A to Switch module 404B for the
exclusive use of the 404A-404B traffic. The 404A-404B

traffic may still overflow to other routes through intermedi
ate Switch modules, where each connection requires travers
ing two internal links 420.
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0082 Hereinafter, the term “calendar' is used to refer to
an array having as many cells as the number of time slots in

occupancy of each route be packed in the TDM frame so that
routes have a high probability of being occupied during time

a TDM frame, where each cell (each entry) contains an

slots near a selected reference time slot (usually the start of
a TDM frame) and have a high probability of being vacant

slot in the TDM frame. A cell (entry) in a calendar is said to

during time slots away from the Selected reference time slot.
This temporal packing discipline is in contrast with the
Spatial load-equalization discipline described above which
attempts to equalize the vacancy acroSS the internal linkS.
0088. The route-selection discipline used for the modular
high-capacity optical core node according to the present

indication of the State, busy or free, of a corresponding time

be busy or occupied if the corresponding time slot is
reserved. A calendar may be associated with an input port,
an output port, an uplink, a downlink, or an internal link in
a modular Switch. The process of “comparing two or more
calendarS is a process of examining corresponding cells

(entries) in the compared calendars to determine if the
examined cells (entries) are all free (in a vacant state), thus
yielding a matching time slot in a corresponding TDM

frame.

0.083. The absolute occupancy of a calendar is an integer
number of the number of busy (occupied) cells and the
absolute vacancy is the number of free (vacant) cells in the
calendar. The relative occupancy of a calendar is the abso
lute occupancy divided by the number of cells in the
calendar and the relative vacancy is the absolute vacancy
divided by the number of cells in the calendar. For brevity,
the terms occupancy and vacancy are used to indicate,
respectively, the relative occupancy and relative vacancy.
The term “occupancy State' of a calendar refers to the
number of occupied cells and the distribution of the occu
pied cells within the calendar.
0084 Path Allocation
0085 Consider a modular core node of an arbitrary
Structure and having N input ports, M output ports, N>1 and
M>1. The input ports transfer Signals to output ports through
internal links within the modular core node. A route Set is

designated for transferring Signals from each input port to
each output port. The number of routes in a route Set can
vary from a single route to Several routes, and a route may
traverse a single link or a concatenation of at least two linkS.
The modular core node has a controller that includes a

route-Set memory Storing NXM route Sets, one route Set for
each pair of input and output ports. The routes in the NXM
route Sets naturally interSect, and a particular link may be
included in a large number of routes. The routes in a route
Set may be classified according to Some merit, Such as the
number of linkS per route and, naturally, a route having the
least number of links is preferred and would be selected if
it has a Sufficient vacancy to accommodate a connection
request. Each connection request includes a connection
identifier and Specifies an input port, an output port, and a
requested number q of time slots in a Slotted time frame.
0.086. In both channel switching and TDM switching, it is
desirable to equalize the vacancy of the internal links in
order to increase the throughput, given the varying spatial
distribution of the traffic load. Vacancy equalization can be
realized by Selective routing, where two or more routes of

comparable merit (for example, the same number of links
per route) would be designated as candidate routes and when

two or more routes have a Sufficient vacancy to accommo
date a connection request, the route with the highest vacancy
would be Selected. Selective routing can, however be com
putationally intensive. A simple, yet effective, technique is to
Select the routes according to merit classification and, within
each merit classification, Select a route of Sufficient vacancy
in a cyclic manner.
0.087 If the modular core node is operated in a time

division-multiplexing (TDM) mode, it is desirable that the

invention is based on:

0089 (1) favoring routes having a least number of
links;

0090 (2) spatial load-equalization of routes of the
Same number of links, and

0091 (3) temporal packing.
0092 Because each input port in the modular switch may

transmit to many output ports, hence each output port may
receive from many input ports, vacant time slots at a given
pair of input port and output port may not be aligned.

Mismatch occurs where vacant time slots in a multi-link

route are not aligned. Temporal packing Significantly
reduces the mismatch probability. However, this is realized
at the expense of an extensive Search effort because the
Search must start from the same reference time slots for all

connection requests and the required number of vacant time
slots are more likely to be found near the end of the TDM
frame period. If the number, S, of time slots per TDM frame
is 1,024, and with a high mean occupancy of 0.90, for
example, a large proportion of connection requests would
require Scanning more than 800 time slots acroSS all links of
a candidate route. This can Significantly reduce the Scalabil
ity of the modular core node.
0093. To circumvent this difficulty, the scheduling
method in accordance with the present invention divides the
TDM frame into a number of Sub-frames, and uses a cascade

of Schedulers each of which operating on a specific Sub
frame. The Sub-frame need not be of equal duration. Using
H cascaded Schedulers, where H>1, a connection request
requiring q>0 time slots is offered to a head Scheduler which
attempts to find matching time slots within the first Sub
frame and relays the connection request, with the pending
number of time slots, to a Second Scheduler if the pending
number is greater than Zero. The Second Scheduler attempts
to find matching time slots along routes in the route Set and
relays the connection request to a third Scheduler if the
pending number of time slots is not Zero, and So on. This
permits simultaneous operation of all Schedulers where the
Schedulers would be processing different connection

requests.

0094. The method requires that each scheduler be pro
vided with a result memory to hold allocated time slots
within a respective Sub-frame, and a cascade memory to
hold the parameters of a connection request to be relayed to
a Subsequent Scheduler, if any. A result Selector cyclically
visits the result buffers of the H schedulers to read the
records of allocated time slots.

0095 The routes in each route set may be classified into

a number, T, of categories, Te1, where the Y" category,

1sys T includes routes requiring a corresponding order of
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time-slot matching process. A route Set being defined for
each pair of input and output ports. For each connection
request Specifying an inlet port and an outlet port that belong
to different Switch modules, the entire cascaded Scheduling
process described above would be applied to one category to
determine allocable time slots and if the allocable number of

time slots is less than the required number, the cascaded
Scheduling process may be applied to another category.
0096. The categories are preferably sorted according to a
descending order of preference, the first category being the
most preferred.
0097. If the pending number of time slots is not zero after
all Sub-frames of the TDM frame have been considered, i.e.,

Supporting the input and output ports Specified in the con
nection request, and requiring a third-order matching pro
ceSS to allocate.

0102 State arrays and matrices, to be described below,
are needed to facilitate the path Scheduling process. Upon
completion of the cascade Scheduling process for all route
categories in a route Set, one of two policies may be adopted
if the allocable number of time slots is still less than

required. In one policy, the corresponding connection
request would be rejected, the allocable time slots would be
released and the corresponding entries in the State arrays and
matrices used for path allocation would be reset to a free
State. In an alternate and preferred policy, the allocable time
Slots would be communicated to the Switch-module control

after the last of the H schedulers has completed its time-slot
matching process, the cascade-Scheduling process is
repeated, starting with the head Scheduler and using routes
classified to be in the next preferred category, if any.
0.098 If the core node is a single-stage space Switch, there
is only one route for each pair of input and output ports, and
T, therefore, equals 1. If the core node is a multi-stage

ler which may accumulate the allocable time slots according
to input-output port pairs and grant admission to any of
waiting connection requests. For example, if a connection
request, forwarded by a given Switch module to a master
controller of a modular core node, Specifies 18 time slots and
only 14 can be allocated, the Switch module may grant four
of the allocable time slots to a new connection request, retain

then the value of T depends on the maximum number of
Switch modules to be traversed by a route in the route set.
0099. In an unfolded three-stage modular core node, each
route traverses three Switch modules. There is only one
category, i.e., T=1, requiring a third-order time-slot match
ing process. A route Set for each pair of input-output ports
may include numerous routes, each requiring a third-order
matching process.

request Specifying only eight time slots. This proceSS can be
carried on continually, where a connection request may be
delayed until an accumulated number of allocable time slots
for a pair of input and output ports is Sufficient. Naturally,
when a connection is terminated, the Switch-module con

0100. In a folded three-stage modular core node (not
illustrated), each Switch module in a first array of Switch

0.103 FIG. 5 illustrates a path in an exemplary prior art
core node 504. The path traverses a first Switch module

(modular) core node employing space-Switching modules,

modules Serves both as a first Stage and a third Stage Switch
module, and each Switch module in a Second array of Switch
modules Serves as a Second-stage Switch module. A path
between an input port and an output port belonging to the
same Switch module in the first array of Switch modules
requires a first-order time-slot matching process. A path
between an input port in a first Switch module in the first
arrays of Switch modules and an output port in a Second
Switch module in the first array of Switch modules requires
a third-order time-slot matching process. Thus, there are

only two route categories (T=2) within Some route sets

including only a single path each within a Space Switch and
each of the remaining route Sets including numerous candi
date paths through the Switch modules of the Second array of
Switch modules, and allocating each candidate path requires
a third-order time-slot matching process.
0101. In a double-folded three stage modular core node,
where each Switch module in a Single array of Switch
modules Serves as a first-stage Switch module, a Second
Stage Switch module, and a third-stage Switch module, there

the remainder, and Send the master controller a connection

troller instructs the master controller to release the corre

sponding resources, i.e., to reset corresponding entries in the
State arrays and State matrices to a free State. The State arrays
and matrices will be described below.

506, a second Switch module 5060 and a third switch

module 506A (referred to collectively or individually as
506). The optical core node 504 is used to connect a first

electronic edge node 102J to a Second electronic edge node
102W. Each Switch module 506 includes a respective space
switch 508L, 5080, 508A.. Each switch module 506 along
the illustrated path from the first electronic edge node 102J
to the second electronic edge node 102W performs a Switch
ing Stage. To eliminate the need for Strict time-coordination,
an inter-module de-coupling buffer 510 is provided to
interpose the space Switch 508 at the first switch module
5061 and the space switch 5080 at the second switch
module 5060. Additionally, an inter-module de-coupling
buffer 5100 is provided to interpose the space switch 5080
at the second Switch module 5060 and the space switch
508A at the third Switch module 506A. These inter-module

the two Switch modules and (N-2) paths each traversing one

de-coupling buffers 5101, 5100 facilitate path allocation.
The availability of inter-module de-coupling buffers 510,
5100 interposing the bufferless Switch modules 506 greatly
Simplifies the Scheduling process because a path traversing
all the Space Switches can be established as a concatenation
of individual paths that are independent from each other.
This reduces the path allocation process to a number of
Simpler independent matching processes. Providing Such
decoupling bufferS is not currently feasible for optical Switch
modules without resorting to optical-to-electrical conversion
and electrical-to-optical conversion.
0104 FIG. 6 illustrates a first path in the modular core
node 400 of FIG. 4. The path traverses a single switch

of the Switch modules, other than the Switch modules

module 404B. The modular core node 400 is used to connect

are also at most two categories (F =2) in a route Set. The

Switch modules in a double-folded three-stage Switch modu
lar core node are fully-meshed as illustrated in FIG. 4. A
route Set for pairs of input-output ports belonging to the
Same Switch module includes only one internal path, through
a Switching module, and requires a first-order matching
process. A route Set for pairs of input-output ports belonging
to different Switch modules includes a direct path connecting
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a first electronic edge node 102J to a Second electronic edge
node 102K, both connecting to the same Switch module
404B. Recall, from FIG. 4, that the Switch module 404B

includes a space switch 408B. Strict time-coordination with
edge node 102J is required due to the absence of a receiving
buffer at the Switch module 404B. For TDM switching, a
Simple first-order time-slot matching process, well known in
the art, can be used for allocating time slots requested for a
connection. Note that a time-slot interchange takes place at
both edge nodes 102J and 102K.
0105 FIG. 7 illustrates a second path, in the modular
core node 400, that traverses a first Switch module 404B and
a second Switch module 404E. The modular core node 400

is used to connect a first electronic edge node 102J to a
second electronic edge node 102V. Each Switch module 404
includes a space switch 408. Each Switch module 404 along
the illustrated path from the first electronic edge node 102J
to the second electronic edge node 102V performs a Switch
ing Stage. Strict time-coordination with edge node 102J is
required, as in the connection of FIG. 6, and, in addition, a
compound Second-order time-slot matching proceSS

(described in detail hereinafter), in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention, is required for TDM switch
ing. A time-slot interchange takes place at both edge nodes
102.J and 102V.

0106 FIG. 8 illustrates a third path in the modular core
node 400. The path traverses the first Switch module 404B,
a third Switch module 404D and the second Switch module
404E. The modular core node 400 is used to connect a first

electronic edge node 102J to a second electronic edge node
102W. Each switch module 404 includes a space switch 408.
Each Switch module 404 along the illustrated path from the
first electronic edge node 102J to the Second electronic edge
node 102W performs a Switching stage. Strict time-coordi
nation with edge node 102J is required, as in the connection
of FIG. 6, and, in addition, a compound third-order time-slot
matching process (described in detail hereinafter), in accor
dance with an embodiment of the invention, is required for
TDM Switching. A time-slot interchange takes place at both
edge nodes 102J and 102W.
0107 AS discussed above in conjunction with FIG. 5, a
path traversing two or more Space Switches operated in a
TDM mode with interposing data buffers can be determined
by independently establishing a path within each Space
Switch according to a first-order matching process, and the
matching time-slot Selected in the Space Switches need not
be contemporaneous because time-slot interchange at the
interface of two Successive Space Switches is feasible.
0108 Thus, in a network of electronic switches, a com
pound matching process of an order G, where G is greater
than unity, can be decomposed into G Stages, each Stage
requiring a first-order matching process. This requires data
buffering between successive stages as illustrated in FIG. 5.
In a network of optical Switches, data buffering is not
feasible and a compound matching process of order G
requires concurrent time slot availability in (G+1) ports as
will be detailed below.

0109. In a first-order matching process, a connection
requesting a Single time slot or multiple time slots requires
each time slot to be free in two corresponding ports. With a
compound, Second-order matching process, a connection
having multiple time slots requires each time slot in the

connection to be free in three corresponding ports and with
a compound, third-order matching process, a connection
having multiple time slots requires that each time slot be free
in four corresponding ports.
0110 First-order matching has been used extensively in
circuit Switching and the performance of first order matching
is well known even with multiple-time-slot connections. It is
also known that, with a Sufficiently large ratio of the number
of time slots per calendar to the largest number of time slots
per connection, good performance of first order matching

can be realized at a high throughput (see for example, Beshai
et al., “Multichannel Services: Performance of Switching
Networks”, Proceedings of the International Teletraffic Con

gress, ITC 12, June 1988).
0111. The probability of successful matching decreases
rapidly as the number of path Segments in a path increases,
i.e., as the order of the time-slot-matching process increases.
0112 Connection-request Blocking
0113. In a first-order matching process of two calendars,
it is well known that Zero blocking of connection requests,
each Specifying a single time slot, is realized when the
absolute occupancy of each calendar, i.e., the number of
occupied cells in a calendar, is limited to a value C So that
the number, S, of time slots per calendar equals or exceeds

(2xC-1).
0114. In a matching process of J calendars, Zero blocking
of connection requests each Specifying at most V time slots,
ve1, can be realized if the absolute occupancy of each of the
J calendarS is limited So that
(1)

0115) where X is the maximum absolute occupancy of

calendar j. With X=x . . . =X=C, the maximum absolute
occupancy, C, is limited So that

0116 For example with S=1,024, J=4, and v=8, C is
limited to 262, i.e., the maximum relative occupancy of each
calendar would be about 0.26. This low utilization is of

course unacceptable and means for realizing high utilization,
exceeding 0.85 for example, at a negligible connection
request blocking are needed.
0117 Time-slot Matching Process
0118. In a bufferless single-stage TDM switch having a
number inlet ports and outlet ports, a calendar is associated
with each inlet port and each outlet port. Each calendar has
the same number, S, of time slots. When the controller of the

TDM Switch receives a connection request, the request
Specifying an inlet port, an outlet port, and a number of time
slots per calendar, the controller of the TDM switch com
pares the calendar associated with the Specified inlet port
with the calendar associated with the Specified outlet port to
find matching time slots that are vacant concurrently in the
two calendars. If the number of calendarS is large, over 16
for example, the occupancy States of the calendars become
weakly correlated and can be treated as uncorrelated.
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0119) The computation of the distribution of the number
of matching time slots in any two calendarS is quite tedious,
even when connection requests arrive at random and under
the assumption that the occupancy States of all calendars are
uncorrelated, as described in the paper titled “Multichannel
Services: Performance of Switching Networks”, referenced
hereinbefore. The computation requires determining the
matching time slots for each pair of occupancy States of the
two calendars.

0120 When one calendar has m free time slots and the
other has n free time slots, and with random distribution of

the free time slots within each calendar, the probability of
not finding any matching time slot, which is the probability
of blocking a connection request Specifying only one time
slot, is determined as;
i

(2)

0121 The overall mean blocking is then determined by
taking into account the Statistical distribution of both m and
.

0.122 Expression (2) can be approximated as:

2n y

(3)

0123 where mid-0, n>0, msn., and m+ns (S+1).
0.124. In a bufferless multi-stage TDM switch, a connec
tion may traverse two or more Single-stage Switch modules,
thus requiring compound time-slot matching. A calendar is
asSociated with each inlet port, and each outlet port of each
Switch module, and a calendar is associated with each inner

B-I-II (sit

a

(4)

0.127) where 0<Ss (S-(5-1)/2), 1sis.J. Without loss of

generality, S is selected to be the least of {S, . . . .S.

0128. The above blocking probability applies only for a
given occupancy State and for the case where each connec
tion request Specifies only one time slot. To determine the

mean blocking, the distribution of S, , . . . , , must be
taken into account. However, despite its limitation, this
approximation is useful for illustrating the effect of multi
Stage compound matching on connection-request blocking,
and, for this purpose, it would be Sufficient to consider the
occupancy State where each of the J calendars to be com
pared for a connection request has the same number, n, of
vacant time slots, i.e., S==. . . =S=n. The probability of
not finding any matching time slots in the J calendarS is then;

R-(-(as it)

(5)

0.129 Consider, for example, the case where S=128, with
a mean vacancy of 0.20, i.e., about 25 expected vacant time
slots within each calendar. Using n=25 in expression (5) to
determine the blocking probability, under the conditions
described above, yields:
0130 B=0.00232 for J=2 (first-order matching),
0131 B=0.30452 for J=3 (second-order matching),
and

0132) B=0.7776 for J=4 (third-order matching).
0133). Using S=1,024, and n=200 (i.e., the same relative

link connecting two Switch modules. Each calendar has the

occupancy) yields values of B of 6.7x10°, 6.87x10, and

same number, S, of time slots. When the Switch controller

0.13065 for J-2, 3, and 4, respectively.
0134) The blocking for connection requests specifying
multiple time slots per calendar period would be higher than
the above values. For each inlet port in the modular switch

receives a connection request, the request Specifying an inlet
port, an outlet port, and a number of time slots per calendar,
the Switch controller compares the calendar associated with
the Specified inlet port with the calendar associated with the
Specified outlet port and the calendars associated with any
traversed inner links to find matching time slots.
0.125 The number of calendars to be examined for any
connection request is denoted J, and the order of a com

pound-matching process is (J-1). In the modular Switch of
FIG. 4, the maximum value of J is 4, and a connection may
require a first-order, Second-order, or third-order matching
proceSS.

0.126 The computation of the probability of blocking
when more than two calendars must be compared (J>2)

becomes unwieldy. The probability of not finding any
matching time slots in Je2 calendars for a given occupancy

state {S, ..., S}, where S, is the number of free time slots

in calendari, 1sjSJ, can be approximated as:

of FIG. 4, there are (N-2) paths that may use third-order

matching, but only a Single path that uses Second-order or
first-order matching. The blocking shown for J=4, is based

on examining only one of the (N-2) path and would be

reduced when more than one path are attempted.
0.135 With time-slot packing, the blocking values under
the same load condition, would be much lower than the

above values. Computing the blocking with time-slot pack
ing is very difficult to determine analytically.
0.136 A parameter of interest, specially for connection
requests specifying multiple time slots per calendar, is the

mean value of the number of matching time slots. With 0,

denoting the relative vacancy in a calendar j, 1sis.J., the
mean value, u, of the number of matching time slots in J
calendars can be approximated by:
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(6)

associated with the inner links. This can be realized by
Selecting a candidate route from routes of the same category
within each route Set in a cyclic manner for consecutive
time-slot-allocation attempts. The Second measure is to pack
the time slot allocation by examining the time slots starting
with a reference time slot.

0.137 Selecting a reference occupancy state where each
of the J calendars has the same number T of vacant time

014.4 FIG. 9, which comprises FIGS. 9A, 9B, and 9C,
illustrates four time-slotted frames, also called calendars,

each having a number, S, of cells, each cell corresponding to
a time slot of a predefined duration and containing a 1-bit
indication of the cells free or busy State. Each calendar

slots, resulting in a relative vacancy (e)=t/S, with
0=0=. .

0138 then the mean number of matching time slots is

corresponds to a link, or a port, in a multi-stage (modular)

determined as u=Sx0'.

core node. Calendars for four links labeled A, B, C, and D

0.139. The probability of Zero matching and the mean
number of matching time slots under a given occupancy
State, indicated by the number of free time slots per calendar,

linkS is a time slot that is vacant in both linkS. An allocable

are tabulated below for selected values of S and J.

are illustrated. An allocable time slot in a path traversing two
time slot in a path traversing three linkS is a time slot that is
vacant in the three linkS. Likewise, an allocable time slot in

a path traversing four linkS is a time slot that is vacant in the
four links as described earlier. The process of finding an
allocable time slot acroSS two linkS is called a first-order

Time Slots Per

Free Time

Calendar

Slots

S

t

J=2

J=3

J=4

128

25

O.OO23

O.3045

O.7776

256
512

50
1OO

5.2 x 10
2.6 x 1011

O.O9176
O.OO833

O.6O27
O-3621

1,024

2OO

6.7 x 1022

6.87 x 10

O.1307

Probability of Zero Matching

0140
Time Slots Per

Free Time

Calendar

Slots

S

t

J=2

J=3

J=4

128
256
512
1,024

25
50
1OO
2OO

4.88
9.77
19.53
39.06

0.95
1.91
3.81
7.63

O.19
O.37
O.74
1.49

Mean Number of Matching Time Slots

0141) Given the low mean number of matching time slots
with J-4, even with a significantly large number of time slots

per calendar (S=1,024, for example), it is imperative that

connection requests Specifying a relatively large number of
time slots per calendar period use more than one path
through an intermediate Switch module when a direct link
requiring Second-order time-slot matching does not have a

sufficient number of matching time slots. There are (N-2)

Such paths and the required time slots for a connection may

be distributed among all the (N-2) paths. It is noted that the

delay within the modular core node is negligible and, hence
a connection using a combination of direct and indirect paths
will Still have aligned time slots at the outlet port.
0142 Balancing the Loads Among Calendars
0143. The calendars are divided into three groups asso
ciated with inlet ports, outlet ports, and inner linkS. An inner
link connects an outbound port of a Switch module to an
inbound port of another Switch module. Two measures can
be taken to maximize the utilization of the ports. The first
measure is to equalize the occupancies of the calendars

matching process. The process of finding an allocable time
Slot acroSS three linkS is called a Second-order matching
process. The process of finding an allocable time slot acroSS
four linkS is called a third-order matching process. In a
Switching network, or in a modular core node, a first-order
matching process corresponds to a path traversing one Space
Switch, a Second-order matching proceSS corresponds to a
path traversing two space Switches, and a third-order match
ing process corresponds to a path traversing three Space
Switches. A path traversing any number of Space Switches
may require Several time slots per calendar period. AS would
be appreciated by a perSon Skilled in the art, the probability
of finding an allocable time slot decreases Significantly as
the number of traversed space Switches increases.
014.5 FIG. 9A illustrates a case where the search for an
allocable time slots is conducted at random, or according to
a simple cyclic discipline where the Search for an allocable
time slot Starts from the Same time slot at which the Search

for a preceding allocable time slot ends. This Search
approach is suitable for finding a path in the core node 504
of FIG. 5, because the provided buffers 510 enable decom
posing a Second-order matching process into two first-order
matching processes, and a third-order matching proceSS into
three first-order matching processes.
0146 In the bufferless modular core node 400, a path
acroSS the node may traverse a Single Switch module 404,
two Switch modules 404, or three Switch modules 404. The

preferable path from an inlet port of a first switch module
404 to an outlet port of a second Switch module 404
traverses a single inter-modular link 420, if Such a link is
provided, and requires a Second-order matching process. In

addition, there are at most (N-2) paths each traversing an
intermediate Switch module 404 and requiring a third-order
matching process to allocate a time slot.
0147 FIG. 9C illustrates the occupancy of the four
calendars, A, B, C, and, D if an ideal time-slot packing
process can be found, So that all the busy time slots in each
calendar occupy consecutive cells. This leads to an align
ment of vacant time slots that greatly increases the prob
ability of finding allocable time slots. This occupancy pat
tern is not, however, realizable without a significant
processing effort. A realizable occupancy pattern is visual
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ized in FIG. 9B, where the busy time slots in each calendar
tend to create a busy Zone close to one end of the calendar
and the vacant time slots tend to create a vacancy Zone near
the other end, with a Small proportion of busy time slots
infiltrating the vacancy Zone and Vice versa.
0148. The occupancy pattern of FIG.9B can be realized
by using a simple packing proceSS, where the Search for an
allocable time slot always Starts from a reference time slot

(reference cell) in each calendar. This packing technique has
its extension to compound matching processes (higher-order
matching processes) should be obvious to a person skilled in

been used extensively for first-order matching processes and

the art. However, finding efficient means for real-time com
pound matching implementation, where a path allocation
proceSS must consume less than a microSecond, for example,
of processing time, is a difficult task that requires new
methods of real-time path scheduling. The method of the
present invention will be described below with reference to
FIGS. 22 to 25.

014.9 Two measures can be taken to enable multi-stage
connection in the absence of inter-stage buffers. The first is
to use inner expansion and the Second is to use Spatial load
balancing and temporal load packing. Both are described

higher than two, as described earlier. If rather than elimi
nating mismatch blocking the objective is to reduce the
mismatch probability to an acceptable value, 0.001 for

example, then a lesser expansion ratio (inner channels to
outer channels capacity ratio) can be applied. However, in

Second-order and higher-order matching processes, the
expansion ratio can Still be extravagant. To circumvent this
difficulty, the traffic packing process described above for a
first-order matching process can be extended to higher-order
matching processes. A process is provided herein for global
time-slot occupancy packing acroSS all possible internal
paths between each inlet port and each outlet port for which
a connection is Sought.
0153. Occupancy Packing
0154 FIG. 9C illustrates the concept of occupancy pack
ing. A Scheduler matrix 940 comprises four calendars, each
calendar corresponding to a link. Each column corresponds
to a link in a three-stage path. Each Row in a Scheduler
matrix 940 corresponds to a time slot in a TDM frame. A
three-stage path is a path that traverses three Switching
modules. An entry 962 in the scheduler matrix 940 corre
sponds to a time slot in a link. A Shaded rectangle in an entry
indicates that the corresponding time slot is already reserved

below.

for a connection.

O150 Inner-expansion in a Space Switch
0151. The modular core node 400 includes a plurality of
Switch modules 404, each of which is non-blocking in the
Sense that any free input port (inlet port or inbound port) can

0155 The columns in the scheduler matrix 940 are
labeled “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D”. Referring to FIG. 8,

column “A” corresponds to an ingress link (uplink) 412J

vacancy equals or exceeds a Switched data unit. Likewise, an
outer link or an inner link is Said to be free if its vacancy at
least equals a Switched data unit. A Switched data unit is a
channel, in a channel-Switching Switch module, or a time
slot in a TDM frame, in a TDM-Switching Switch module. In
both channel Switching and TDM Switching, a request for a
connection from a free inlet port in a Switch module 404A
to a free outlet port of another Switch module 404B can be

egress link (down link) 418W from an outlet port to a sink

connect to any free output port (outlet port or outbound
port). An input port or an output port is said to be free if its

blocked even if Switch module 404A has several free inner

links emanating from its outbound ports and Switch module
404B has several free terminating free links to its inbound
ports. Blocking can happen due to Spatial mismatch of the
emanating and terminating free linkS. In TDM Switching,
blocking can also occur due to temporal mismatch of vacant
time slots in Spatially matched linkS.
0152 The mismatch probability naturally decreases with
the decrease of traffic occupancy. In channel Switching, if the
number of vacant inner channels of the Switch modules is

large, the probability of Spatial channel mismatch decreases.
Likewise, in TDM switching, if the number of vacant
time-slots in the inner channels is large, the probability of
temporal mismatch decreases. Thus, in order to reduce the
mismatch probability in Space Switches, a common practice
in the art is to provide more inner channels than outer
channels. This automatically forces a reduced inner occu
pancy. The penalty, however, is a reduced utilization of the
Space Switch. In a first-order matching process, it is well
known that mismatch can be entirely eliminated if the
number of inner channels is slightly lower than double the

number of outer channels (the well-known Closs rule). In a

higher-order matching process, the ratio of inner channels to
outer channels required to eliminate blocking would be

from a Source edge node to an inlet port of a first Switching
module. Column “B” corresponds to an inner link 420BD
from an outbound port of Said first Switching module to an
inbound port of a second switching module. Column “C”
corresponds to an inner link 420DE from an outbound port
of Said Second Switching module to an inbound port of a
third Switching module. Column “D' corresponds to an
edge node. Each of the Schedule matrices illustrated has the
same number of occupied entries 962. The occupied entries
in the scheduler matrix 940-1 are randomly scattered while
the occupied entries in the scheduler matrix 940-3 are
perfectly packed So that the free entries are perfectly aligned.
The scheduler matrix 940-2 illustrates realistic packing of
the occupied entries while the scheduler matrix 940-3 illus
trates ideal packing.
0156 Consider a three stage connection from an outer

link ingress link (Column “A”) to an egress link (Column
“D’), the connection traversing three Switching modules.

With inter-module buffers 510, as depicted in FIG. 5, the
connection can be established using three first-order match
ing processes. In the scheduler matrix 940-1, the connection
can be established in three parts. The jump from row 6 to
row 12 in column “B” and the jump from row 12 to row 1
in column “C” are enabled by the use of the inter-module
buffers 5101 and 5100, respectively. Without inter-module
buffers 510, the three-stage connection must be established
during the same time slot. With the random assignment of
entries, as depicted in the scheduler matrix 940-1, a third
order packing proceSS has a low probability of Success, i.e.,
the probability of finding four free entries in the same row,
is low, even at relatively low link utilization. In the realiza
tion of the Scheduler matrix 940-1, each column has at least
four free entries, however, each row has at least one occu

pied entry and a three-stage connection request would be
rejected.
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O157 With a realistic occupancy packing discipline, as
depicted in the scheduler matrix 940-2, a third order match
ing process has a high probability of Success. The distribu
tion of occupied entries in the scheduler matrix 940-2 yields
two opportunities of third-order matching as indicated in
time slots 990. The ideal packing of the scheduler matrix
940-3, which may be approached with extensive computa
tional effort, offers four third-order matching opportunities.
0158 Occupancy packing results in a moderate through
put increase in a multi-stage node having inter-module
buffers but a much more pronounced throughput increase in
a bufferleSS multi-stage node. Occupancy packing is crucial
for compound Second-order and third-order matching pro
CCSSCS.

0159 Time-Locking Definition
0160 A first node X is said to be time locked to a second
node Y along a given path if, at any instant of time, the
reading of a time counter at node X equals the Sum of a
reading of an identical time counter at node Y and the
propagation time, normalized to the time-counter period,
along the given path from node X to node Y. The time
counters at nodes X and Y have the same period. There may
be several paths connecting the first node to the Second node,
and the paths may be defined by individual wavelengths in
a fiber link or several fiber links. Due to the difference in

propagation delays of different paths connecting the same
node pair, time locking must be realized for the different
paths individually. Due to dispersion, time locking of indi
vidual wavelength channels within the same WDM link may
be required. When a first node is time locked to a second
node along a given path, the given path is said to be
time-locked. It is noted that the methods and apparatus of the
present invention apply to both channel switching and TDM
Switching.
0.161 The time-locking process in a time-shared network
is described with the help of a two-node model. To realize
time locking of a first node to a Second node in a network,
the first node is provided with a first controller that includes
a first time counter and the Second node is provided with a

is preferably an up-counter and a time-counter at a core node
is preferably a down counter, the two counterS have the same
cycle duration. Using a 28-bit time counter, for example,
driven by a clock of a clock period of 20 nanoSeconds, the
duration of the time-counter cycle would be about 5.37

Seconds (228 times 20 nanoseconds). The reading of an
up-counter at an edge node increases, with each clock

trigger, from 0 to 268,435,455 (0 to 2°-1) and the reading

of a time counter at a core node decreases, with each clock

trigger, from 268,435,455 to 0. If the edge-node controller
Sends a timing message, when its reading is K1, to a core
node, and the reading of the down-counter of the core node
at the instant of receiving the timing message is K2, then the
edge-node controller must reset its up-counter to Zero when

the up-counter reading reaches K2+K1 modulo 2, B
example). If K2+K1=2'-1, the edge node is already time

being the wordlength of the time counter (B=28 in the above
locked to the core node.

0163. In review, within a network, all time counters have
the same period and time-coordination can be realized
through an exchange of time-counter readings between each
Source node and its adjacent core node, i.e., the core node to
which the source node is connected. In TDM switching, the
time-counter readings are carried in-band, alongside payload
data destined to Sink nodes, and Sending each time-counter
reading must be timed to arrive at a corresponding core node
during a designated time interval. The difficulty of Securing
time-coordination arises from two interdependent require
ments. The first is that communicating a time-counter read
ing from a controller of a Source node to a controller of a
core node requires that the Source node be time-locked to the
core node, and the Second is that time-locking a Source node
to a core node necessitates that a controller of the core node

be able to receive a time-counter reading from the Source
node controller during a designated interval of time. To
initiate or restore time locking, a Secondary mechanism is
therefore required for directing upstream Signals received
from Source nodes toward Said master controller of the core
node.

Slave controller and a master controller that includes a

master time counter. The Second node has Several input ports
and output ports and the master controller is connected to
one of the input ports and one of the output ports. The first
controller Sends an upstream control burst to an input port of
Said Second node during a designated time interval, Said
upstream control burst including a reading of the first time
counter. The upstream control burst is Sent in-band, together
with payload data destined to output ports of the Second
nodes. The slave controller must be able to direct said

upstream control burst to Said master controller during a
pre-Scheduled time interval. The master controller has a
device for acquiring and parsing upstream control bursts.
The master controller compares the reading of the first time
counter with a reading of the master time counter. An
agreement of the two readings, or a negligible discrepancy,
ascertains time alignment. The Second controller reports
reading discrepancies to the first controller which resets its
time counter accordingly.
0162 Time locking an edge node to a core node means
that a time counter at the edge node is time locked to a time

0164. Time-Locking Restoration
0.165. In the absence of time alignment, a time-locking
recovery procedure must be initiated. The master controller
Sends a downstream control burst to Said first controller to

indicate the absence of time alignment. In response, the first
node Sends a Succession of upstream control bursts each
including a reading of Said first time counter. Meanwhile, the
Slave controller directs a Sample of Said upstream control
bursts to Said master controller during a pre-Scheduled time
interval and the master controller acquires at least one
upstream control burst from Said Sample and Sends an
identifier of an acquired upstream burst and a corresponding
reading of the master time counter to the first controller. The
identifier may be a Serial number of the upstream burst, or
a reading of the first time counter included in the upstream
control burst. The first controller then resets the first time

counter at the core node. A time counter can be a conven

counter accordingly to restore the required time locking.
During this recovery phase, the Slave controller, which
controls the connectivity of input ports to output ports of the
Second node, disconnects all paths to all output ports from
the input port of the Second node that connects to the first

tional clock-driven counter. A time counter at an edge node

node.
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0166 FIG. 10 illustrates a switch module 1004, to be
used hereinafter as a building block in a modular high
capacity optical Switch.
0167 Input ports of the switch module 1004 are divided

into a set of inlet ports 1016 that connect to source nodes (as
part of the electronic edge nodes 102) and a set of inbound
ports 1006 that connect to other switch modules 1004. Each
of the inlet ports 1016 supports an upstream channel-band
carrying data from Source nodes. A controller input port
1010 is used to receive communications from a Switch

may Select the inlet port and outlet port of the modular core
node. Alternatively, the master controller of the modular
core node may make this decision.

0171 A first switch module 1004(0) and a fifth switch
module 1004(4) are illustrated in FIG. 11 as but two of a set

of Switch modules 1004 in a modular, high-capacity, optical
core node 1100. As illustrated in FIG. 10, each of the Switch
modules 1004 has an associated Switch-module controller

1002(0), . . . , 1002(4) that connect to a master controller
1102. The master controller 1102 includes a time coordina

module controller 1002. Output ports of the Switch module
1004 are divided into a set of outlet ports 1018 that connect

tion device 1108, to facilitate time-coordination of the

to Sink nodes (as part of the electronic edge nodes 102) and

controllers 1002, and a connection-control circuit 1104 in

a set of outbound ports 1008 that connect to other Switch
modules 1004. Each of the outlet ports 1018 supports a
downstream channel-band carrying data to a sink node. A
controller output port 1020 is used to send communications

to the Switch-module controller 1002.

master controller 1102 with the individual Switch-module

communication with a path selection device 1106. The time
coordination device 1108 and the connection-control circuit
1104 communicate with the Switch-module controllers 1002
via a Switch-module controller interface 1112. The time
coordination device 1108 includes a time counter as

described in application Ser. No. 10/054,509, referenced

0168 The input ports 1006,1016, 1010 direct received
optical Signals to a Space Switch 1012 for Switching toward
output ports 1008, 1018, 1020 under configuration control of
the Switch-module controller 1002. Specifically, configura
tion control of the space Switch 1012 is provided in the
Switch-module controller 1002 by a configuration processor

hereinbefore.

1024. The Switch-module controller 1002 also includes a

counters 1026 of all Switch-module controllers 1002 must be

time-locking unit 1022 and an associated clock-driven time
counter 1026. The configuration processor 1024 and the
time-locking unit 1022 communicate with the Switch mod
ule 1004. In the preferred TDM switching scheme, each
uplink, from an electronic edge node 102, arriving at an inlet
port 1016 has a predetermined, time-switched path to the
Switch-module controller 1002. Similarly, the Switch-mod
ule controller 1002 has a predetermined, time-switched path
to the electronic edge node 102. These time-switched paths
allow for the exchange of timing information between the
time-locking unit 1022 and the electronic edge node 102 in
a time-locking procedure that is detailed in Applicant's U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 10/054,509, filed on Nov. 13,
2001 and titled “Time-Coordination in a Burst-Switching
Network.

0169. The configuration processor 1024 communicates
configuration commands to the Space Switch 1012 to direct
optical signals from particular input ports 1006, 1016, 1010
to particular output ports 1008, 1018, 1020. The configura
tion processor 1024 also exchanges control data with a
master controller, to be described with reference to FIG. 11,
via a master controller interface 1028.

0170 A Switch module receives connection requests
from edge nodes, interprets each request, generates a time
slot-allocation request associated with each connection
request, and communicates the time-slot-allocation request
to the master controller of the modular core node. An edge
node may send payload signals (payload data) to a modular
core node through one or more upstream channels (an
upstream channel is a channel in an uplink) and receive
payload Signals through one or more downstream channels
(a downstream channel is a channel in a downlink). An edge
node also exchanges control Signals with the modular core
node. The control Signals may be carried in-band, alongside
the payload signals, and a single time slot in an upstream
channel and a downstream channel would Suffice to carry the
control data. For each connection request, the edge node

0172. As described above, each Switch-module controller
1002 has a time-locking unit 1022 in communication with a
time counter 1026. In order to enable a time-sharing Switch
ing Scheme, using, for example, TDM Switching, the time
aligned. To this end, the time coordination device 1108
communicates with the Switch-module controllers 1002 to

initialize the respective time counters 1026 (to zero). The

time counters 1026 are subsequently entrained by the time

coordination device 1108 to follow a master time counter

1110. The time coordination device 1108 is relatively
Simple, as internal propagation delays on links from the
master controller 1102 to the Switch-module controllers

1002 are either negligible, or are equalized (say, by using
equal-lengths fiber links). Alternatively, the N switch-mod
ule controllerS may have a common time-counter. Each edge
node exchanges time-locking measurements with the con
troller of the Switch-module to which the edge node con
nects. Thus, the time-slotted Signals received at all inlet ports
of the modular Switch are aligned.
0173 The connection-control circuit 1104 receives time
slot-allocation requests from the Switch-module controllers
1002. These time-slot-allocation requests identify an inlet
port 1016 and an outlet port 1018 and a requested number of
time-slots per Scheduling period. The time-slot-allocation
requests are then, under control of the connection-control
circuit 1104, sent to the path selection device 1106. Ports

1010 and 1020 are provided with Electrical-to-Optical (E-O)
converters and Optical-To-Electrical (O-E) converters,

which are not illustrated but understood to be present.
0.174. A preferable structure for the modular, high-capac
ity, optical switch 1100 of FIG. 11 is a mesh structure 1200
as illustrated in FIG. 12. The mesh structure 1200 is

Simplified to illustrate only the inner connections in the
modular, high-capacity, optical Switch 1100. In the mesh
structure 1200 of FIG. 12, each of the first Switch module

1004(0), a second switch module 1004(1), a third switch
module 1004(2), a fourth switch module 1004(3) and the
fifth switch module 1004(4) directly connects to each other
Switch module 1004 by at least one inter-modular link,
where the inter-modular link may comprise a wavelength
channel.
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0175 To maintain order in the mesh structure 1200 of
FIG. 12, each inter-modular link from Switch module 1004

to Switch module 1004 may be assigned a label. As will be
expanded upon hereinafter, the link labels relate directly to

labels of the inner ports 1006, 1008 to which the (inner) links
COnnect.

0176). In overview, it is very well known in the art that
high-capacity Switching nodes can be Synthesized from
lower capacity Switches using multi-stage Structures. For
reasons that follow, construction of a multi-stage, high
capacity, optical Switch differs from construction of known,
classical designs in that different, and more efficient, path
Selection methods are required. One reason for the difference
is the absence of buffering in optical Switches. Another
reason is that there may be a requirement to time-lock the

inlet ports 1016 (or a controller of the inlet ports 1016) of
each of the Switch modules to respective edge nodes (which
have buffers). Concurrently, there may be a requirement to
time-lock to Some other external nodes. Additionally, there
will likely be a need to frequently reconfigure the paths
through the various switch modules 1004 of the modular,
high-capacity, optical Switch 1100 to adapt to traffic
changes.
0177 Realizing the modular, high-capacity, optical core
node 1100 requires recognition of multiple challenges. For
reasons Stated above relating to topological reach, the modu
lar, high-capacity, optical core node 1100 is preferably

operated in a TDM (time-division multiplex) mode. To
Switch a data Stream incoming from an electronic edge node
102 to another electronic edge node 102, it will often be
necessary to find a path from a Switch module 1004 that
receives the data stream to a Switch module 1004 that
transmits the data Stream to a destination.

0.178 A path segment between the first Switch module
1004(0) and the second switch module 1004(1) may be
created by aligning a vacant time slot of a calendar associ
ated with an outbound port 1008 of the first switch module
1004(0) with a vacant time slot of a calendar associated with
an inbound port 1006 of the second switch module 1004(1).
Multiple path Segments may be required to pass a data
stream from the Switch module 1004 that received the data
stream to the Switch module 1004 that can transmit the data
Stream to its destination. Where this vacant-time-slot match

ing is to be performed across two or more Space Switches,
there is typically a requirement for an intermediate buffer

(see FIG. 5). However, if this vacant-time-slot matching is
to be performed Solely in the optical domain, Such use of an

intermediate buffer is not available, as Such buffers do not

currently exist.
0179. In addition to cascading the path finding process in
the master controller 1102, each Switch-module controller

1002 should be time-locked with the source nodes (which
are part of the electronic edge nodes 102) from which the

corresponding Switch module 1004 receives data streams at
the inlet ports 1016. Such time-locking is necessary to
prevent contention at the bufferleSS core nodes. Time-lock
ing may not be required in a channel-Switched network if it
may be acceptable that channels be kept idle during the
execution of path-Setup procedures.
0180. As described earlier, a first node is said to be
time-locked to a Second node along a given path, if, at any
instant of time, the reading of a time-counter at the first node
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equals the Sum of a reading of an identical time-counter at
the Second node and the propagation time, normalized to the
time-counter period, along the given path from the first node
to the Second node, where the time counters at the first and

Second nodes have the same period. There may be Several
paths connecting the first node to the Second node, and the
paths may be defined by individual wavelengths in a fiber
link or several fiber links. Due to the difference in propa
gation delays of different paths connecting the same node
pair, time-locking may be realized for the different paths
individually. Due to dispersion, time-locking of individual
paths may be required even for paths defined by wave
lengths in the same fiber link. When a first node is time
locked to a Second node along a given path Segment, the
given path Segment is said to be time-locked.
0181 Time-sharing Switching schemes, such as TDM
Switching or burst Switching, require that each data block,
whether the data block refers to data carried during a
time-slot in a TDM frame or refers to a data burst in a burst

Switching Scheme, arrive at an optical Switch precisely at a
predefined instant of time. This can be realized by time
locking the path Segment from the electronic edge node 102
to the modular, high-capacity, optical core node 1100.
Restated, in order to be able to Switch data blocks arriving
at the modular, high-capacity, optical core node 1100 from
different electronic edge nodes 102 having different propa
gation delays to the modular, high-capacity, optical core
nodes 1100, without contention or the need for data storage
at the core node, the electronic edge nodes 102 must be
time-locked to each Switch module 1004 to which the

electronic edge nodes 102 Send data Streams.

0182 Each source node (as part of an electronic edge
node 102) has at least one time counter and, as Stated
hereinbefore, the time-locking unit 1022 of the Switch
module controller 1002 has a time counter 1026. All time

counters have the same period and time-coordination can be
realized through an exchange of time-counter readings
between each Source node and its adjacent Switch-module
controller 1002, i.e., the Switch-module controller 1002
associated with the Switch module 1004 to which the Source

node is directly connected. The time-counter readings are
transmitted in-band, alongside payload data destined to Sink
nodes, and each time-counter reading transmitted must be
timed to arrive at an adjacent Switch-module controller 1002
during a designated time interval.
0183 Difficulty in securing time-coordination may arise
from two interdependent requirements. The first requirement
is that transmitting a time-counter reading from a controller
of a source node to a switch-module controller 1002 requires
that the Source node controller be time-locked to the Switch

module controller 1002. The second requirement is that
time-locking a Source node to a Switch-module controller
1002 necessitates that the Switch-module controller 1002 be

available to receive a time-counter reading from the Source
node controller during a designated interval of time. To
initiate or restore time-locking, a Secondary mechanism is
therefore required for directing upstream Signals received
from Source nodes toward the Switch-module controller

1002. Two such mechanisms are described in the applicant's
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/960,959, the specifica
tion of which is incorporated herein by reference.
0184. Where time-locking is the activity performed by
the time-locking unit 1022 of the Switch-module controller
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1002 of FIG. 10, the other illustrated element of the Switch

module controller 1002 is the configuration processor 1024.
AS Stated above, the configuration processor 1024 acts,
through communication with the space Switch 1012, to
direct an optical Signal from a particular input port 1006,
1016 to a particular output port 1008,1018 and exchanges
control data with the master controller 1102. The configu
ration of the space Switch 1012 is determined by the con
figuration processor 1024, based on configuration instruc
tions received from the master controller 1102 as the result

of a path finding process.
0185. The internal path finding process is of paramount
importance in determining the throughput of the modular,
high-capacity, optical core node 1100. The master controller
1102 receives time-slot-allocation requests from Switch
module controllers 1002 for processing. The path selection
proceSS begins by looking for direct paths between Switch
modules 1004, which require a second-order time-slot
matching process described hereinafter, before looking for
indirect paths, which require a third-order time-slot match
ing process, also described hereinafter. Advantageously, this
order of processing may avoid unnecessary diversion of a
connection to an indirect path. Note that those intra-Switch
module paths that do not require traversing inter-modular
linkScan be processed after the results of the Second-order
and third-order matching processes are performed. The
reason for giving these intra-Switch-module paths the lowest
priority is that these intra-Switch-module paths already enjoy
a high probability of Successful time-matching because each
requires only a first-order matching process, also described
hereinafter.

0186 First-order time-slot matching is a process used
widely in TDM circuit Switches. In this widely used process,
the signal received at each input port 1006, 1016 is pre
organized into a time-slotted calendar and the Signal at each
output port is likewise organized. The calendar at all input
ports and output ports are independent but have the same

duration (Scheduling period) and the same number of equal
duration time slots. A time-slot-allocation request Specifying
a given inlet port 1016 and a given outlet port 1018 may
require Ke 1 time slots per calendar period. To Satisfy this
time-slot-allocation request, the Switch-module controller
1002, more specifically, the configuration processor 1024,
must find Ktimeslots wherein both the given inlet port 1016
and the given outlet port 1018 are vacant, i.e., not used or
planned to be in use. A time slot that is vacant in both the
given inlet port 1016 and the given outlet port 1018 may be
called a “matching time slot'. There are Several input ports
and Several output ports and the process of Selecting a time
Slot to Satisfy a time-slot-allocation request is generally
unaware of future time-slot-allocation requests. Thus, it is
possible that a matching time slot cannot be found even
when the respective input port and output port have numer
ous vacant time slots. Such a Scenario occurs when none of

the vacant time slots in the given inlet port 1016 is aligned
with a vacant time slot in the given outlet port 1018.
0187. As described earlier, it is well known in the art that
the probability of Successful time-slot matching is greatly
enhanced by adopting a primitive occupancy packing Strat
egy, wherein the Search for a matching time slot from any
input port to any output port Starts from a designated
reference time slot and proceeds by examining the time slots
of the calendar in a prescribed order until the required
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number of matching time slots is found or the time-slot
allocation request is rejected. Other occupancy packing
techniques can be marginally more effective than the primi
tive occupancy packing techniques described above. Such
techniques generally require more intensive processing,
however, and the resulting improvement may not justify the
required increased computational effort.
0188 If a path has to traverse more than one bufferless
Switch module 1004, the probability of successful time-slot
matching decreases sharply as the occupancy of the ports
traversed by the path approaches unity. The occupancy of a
port is the number of allocated time slots divided by the
number of time slots in the calendar. To find K matching
time slots across A Switch modules 1004, A21, at least K

time slots must be vacant in (A+1) ports defining a path. In

a first order matching process, at least K time slots must be
vacant in the respective inlet port 1016 and outlet port 1018.
In a Second-order matching process, where a path must
traverse two Switch modules 1004, at least Ktime slots must

be vacant in a respective inlet port 1016 in the first Switch

module 1004(0), an outbound port 1008 of the first switch
module 1004(0) (or, equivalently, a corresponding inbound
port 1006 of the second switch module 1004) and a respec
tive outlet port 1018 of the second switch module 1004.
0189 In a mesh interconnection of N>2 Switch modules

1004, there is a direct path and (N-2) indirect paths between

any two space Switches, each indirect path comprising two
links. A bufferless two-link path requires a third-order
matching process, traversing three Switch modules 1004,
where a time slot in the path must be vacant at a respective
inlet port 1016, the two inter-modular links defining the

path, and a respective outlet port 1018. There are (N-2) such

paths between any inlet port 1016 of a Switch module 1004
and any outlet port of another Switch module 1004. The
probability of Successful matching increases as N increases.

The process of examining (N-2) candidate paths in four

ports, each path requiring finding K vacant time slots in a
calendar of S time slots, can be intensive. For example, with

N=32, S=256, the search space includes 7,680 time slots (
(N-2)xS). It is one of the objects of the present invention to
develop a technique for overcoming this difficulty.
0190. The preferable internal connectivity of the modu
lar, high-capacity, optical Switch 1100 is the mesh structure

1200 as illustrated in FIG. 12. In order to realize a network

of high topological reach, high-capacity optical core nodes
employing time sharing are needed. Time-sharing Switching
may be realized by TDM switching or burst Switching. Time
sharing of a fiber link or an individual channel in a fiber link
requires fast-Switching and fast-Switching optical Switches

are typically realizable in relatively small sizes (Small num
ber of ports per switch). The mesh structure 1200 illustrated
in FIG. 12 enables the construction of the modular, high
capacity, optical core node 1100 and, despite the resulting
control complexity, the modular structure 1200 has advan
tages related to reliability. For instance, failure of a Single
Switch module 1004 results in only a partial outage within
the modular, high-capacity, optical core node 1100.
0191). In the mesh structure of FIG. 12, each switch
module 1004 directly connects to each other switch module
by at least one wavelength channel. An internal connection
within a Switch module 1004 requires only one single

time-slot matching process (a first-order matching process).
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A direct connection between two Switch modules requires a
Second-order time-slot matching proceSS as described above.
Due to typical traffic imbalance, Some traffic Streams may

belong to the Switch-module that receives the connection
request. The Switch-module controller also determines a

have to traverse an intermediate Switch module 1004, in

time-slot-allocation request to the master controller (Step
1408).
0.195. When a Switch-module controller receives a con

which case a third-order time-slot matching proceSS is
required. It is well known that inner capacity expansion,
where the combined capacity of the inner ports 1006, 1008
exceeds the combined capacity of the inlet and outlet ports
1016, 1018 in each module, can reduce, or even eliminate,

the incidence of vacancy mismatch of a set of time slots that
may form a path. Excessive inner-capacity expansion is,
however, costly and techniques of reducing the mismatch
probabilities by appropriate path-allocations are highly
desirable. Successful path Selection can be realized with a
very high probability, without resorting to extensive and
costly internal-capacity expansion, by appropriate path
Selection techniques with a slight inner expansion, as will be
described below.

0.192 To review the signal flow related to the modular,
high-capacity, optical core node 1100, consider FIG. 13. A
first electronic edge node 102Z communicates a connection

request to the first switch module 1004(0) (step 1301). The

connection request may, for instance, Specify a Second
electronic edge node 102U and a number of requested
time-slots. The connection request is Switched from an inlet

port of the first switch module 1004(0) to the first switch
module controller 1002(0) (step 1302). The first switch
module controller 1002(0) translates the connection request
into a time-slot-allocation request that is Subsequently sent

to the master controller 1102 (step 1303). Eventually, the
master controller 1102 sends configuration instructions (a
connection Schedule) to the first Switch-module controller
1002(0) that takes into account the time-slot-allocation
request (step 1304). Where the time-slot-allocation request
was, at least partially, Satisfied by a Second order connection

to the second switch module 1004(1), a connection schedule

that takes into account the time-slot-allocation request is

also sent to the second Switch-module controller 1002(1)
(step 1304). In step 1305 both Switch-module controllers
1002, send updated configuration information to respective

Switch modules 1004. The first Switch-module controller

1002(0) also sends an updated connection schedule to the
switch module 1004(0) (step 1306) that is destined for the
first electronic edge node 102Z (step 1307).
0193 When the time comes to use the connection sched

ule, the first electronic edge node 102Z sends data blocks to

the first Switch module 1004(0) (step 1308) arranged in time

Slots according to the connection Schedule. Those time slots
allocated to the connection specified in the connection

request are then Switched at the first switch module 1004(0)
and sent to the second Switch module 1004(1) (step 1309).
The second switch module 1004(1) has been appropriately
configured (in step 1305) to direct those time slots allocated
to the connection to the Second electronic edge node 102U.
0194 When a Switch module receives a connection

request (step 1402 in FIG. 14), it associates an inlet port and
an outlet port with the connection request (step 1404) and

identifies the Switch modules to which the inlet and outlet

ports belong (step 1405). Each switch-module controller
maintains connectivity data of the entire modular Switch

(modular core node) and can, therefore, identify the Switch

modules associated with the inlet and outlet ports. It is noted
that an inlet port Specified in a connection request may not

number of time slots to be allocated and communicates a

nection request indicating an inlet port J and an outlet port
K, and a number of time slots, it may formulate a time-slot
allocation requests that Specifies a lesser number of time
slots. This could happen if the Switch-module controller
receives a request to release a current connection between
the same inlet port J and outlet port K, or reduce the number

of time slots allocated to a current connection. A lesser

number of time slots may also be specified in the time-slot
allocation request under certain overload conditions, in
accordance with a Service-level agreement.
0.196 FIG. 15 illustrates the application of second-order
time-slot matching process, where free time slots must be
aligned in two stages of Space Switches, using a data
structure based on the mesh structure of FIG. 12. In this

example, each Switch module 1004 has three inlet ports 1016
and three outlet ports 1018 interfacing with electronic edge
nodes 102. Further, each Switch module 1004 has four

inbound ports 1006 and four outbound ports 1008 connect
ing to other Switch modules 1004. A state map associated
with each Switch module 1004 has 16 rows, each row

corresponding to a time slot in a 16-slot calendar, and ten
columns. The ten columns include a column corresponding
to each of three inlet ports 1016, a column corresponding to
each of three outlet ports 1018 and a column corresponding
to each of four outbound ports 1008. To have columns
corresponding to the four inbound ports 1006 would be
redundant as the same information is conveyed by the
columns corresponding to the outbound ports 1008 of other
Switch modules that connect to the four inbound ports 1006.
0197) The term channel-band, when used herein, may
refer to a Single channel, a Subset of channels or an entire
WDM link. Each port handles a channel-band. Each entry in
FIG. 15 corresponds to a time slot in a channel-band, and
therefore a time slot in a calendar associated with a port.
There is a column for each upstream channel-band from an
electronic edge node 102 to an inlet port 1016, a column for
each downstream channel-band from an outlet port 1018 to
an electronic edge node 102 and a column for each inter
modular link from an outbound port 1008 of a Switch
module 1004 to an inbound port 1006 of another switch
module 1004. A channel-band to an inbound port 1006 in a
designated Switch module 1004 also connects an outbound
port 1008 of another Switch module 1004 to the designated
Switch module 1004 and, hence, the state of each of the

inbound ports 1006 may be determined accordingly. A single
bit may identify the State of an inter-modular link during a
specific time slot, the state being simply “free” or “busy”. An
inter-modular link can be carrying a Single wavelength
channel or several channels. In FIG. 15, a time slot at an

inlet port 1016 (column 1502) in the first switch module
1004(0) to an outlet port 1018 (column 1506) in the second
switch module 1004(1) is selected to use a single inter
modular link (column 1504). The path selection requires a

time-slot matching process that requires the alignment of
free corresponding time slots in the columns 1502,1504 and
1506.
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0198 FIG. 16 uses the data structure of FIG. 15 to
illustrate Second-order and third-order matching processes
for the mesh structure of FIG. 12. In FIG. 16, a path from

an inlet port 1016 (column 1602) in the first Switch module
1004(0) to an outlet port 1018 (column 1618) in the fifth
switch module 1004(4) can be selected to use free corre

sponding time slots in column Subsets represented by col

umn reference numbers: {1602-1610-1618}, {1602-1604
1612-1618}, {1602-1606-1614-1618} or 1602-1608-1616
1618. Notably, the first subset, 1602-1610-1618,

includes three columns, and each of the other Subsets

includes four columns.

0199 Compound matching is facilitated by inducing
Strong occupancy correlation among all ports in the modular,
high-capacity, optical core node 1100 with a high link
occupancy gradient. This is realized by a path Selection
discipline that preferably applies to all possible internal
paths from an inlet port to an outlet port.
0200 FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate occupancy of two
inter-modular links, labeled LINK-10 and LINK-4. In FIG.

17A, the time-slot occupancies of LINK-10 are shown in a
LINK-10 occupancy plot 1701A while the time-slot occu
pancies of LINK-4 are shown in a LINK-4 occupancy plot
1702A. In FIG. 17A, the occupancies of LINK-10 and
LINK-4 appear to be weakly correlated. In FIG. 17B, the
time-slot occupancies of LINK-13 are shown in a LINK-13
occupancy plot 1701B while the time-slot occupancies of
LINK-19 are shown in a LINK-19 occupancy plot 1702B. In
FIG. 17B, the occupancies of LINK-13 and LINK-19
appear to be highly correlated. Such a highly-correlated
pattern assists to increase the probability of Successful
time-slot matching.
0201 FIG. 18A illustrates occupancy of two inter-modu
lar links, labeled LINK-11 and LINK-9. In FIG. 18A, the

time-slot occupancies of LINK-11 are shown in a LINK-11
occupancy plot 1801A while the time-slot occupancies of
LINK-9 are shown in a LINK-9 occupancy plot 1802A. In
FIG. 18A, the occupancies of LINK-11 and LINK-9 appear
to be highly correlated and each exhibit a moderate occu
pancy gradient. In FIG. 18B, the time-slot occupancies of
LINK-20 are shown in a LINK-20 occupancy plot 1801B
while the time-slot occupancies of LINK-2 are shown in a
LINK-2 occupancy plot 1802B. In FIG. 18B, the occupan
cies of LINK-20 and LINK-2 appear to be highly correlated
and exhibit a high occupancy gradient. A higher time-slot
matching probability is realized with high occupancy cor
relation and high occupancy gradient.
0202 Port Numbering Scheme
0203 Inlet and outlet ports are preferably identified
according to the Switching modules and port positions
within the Switch modules. Within a Switching module, an
inlet or an outlet port is given a number between 0 and a
Specified maximum. Preferably, the Specified maximum port
number is unified for all switching modules, even if the
actual number of ports provisioned in a given module is
Substantially less than the maximum. Thus, if the Specified
maximum number of ports is P, an inlet-port identifier takes
the form j.m, OsizP and an output-port identifier takes the
form k.n, Osk-P, being the relative input-port position
within Switch module m and k the relative port position
within Switch module n. An inlet port j.m and an outlet port
k.n belong to the same Switch module only if n=m. An
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internal link, whether outbound or inbound, is also identified

as a concatenation of an identifier, m, of a first Switching
module from which the link originates and an identifier, n,
of a Second Switch module on which the link terminates.

Thus, an internal link would have an identifier m.n, Osm-O,

and Osn-Q, Q being the maximum number of Switching
modules in the modular core node. Selecting the maximum
number of inlet ports to be 256, the maximum number of
outlet ports to be 256, and the maximum number of Switch
ing modules to be also 256, for example, an inlet port or an
outlet port can be conveniently represented by two bytes

(octets).
0204 FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate a link labeling
Scheme for the inter-modular linkS and, by extension, for the
inbound ports 1006 and the outbound ports 1008. The
inter-modular links outbound from a Switch module

1004(m), Osm-N-1, N-1 being the number of Switch
modules 1004, are labeled from mxP to (m+1)xP-1, where

P is an upper bound of the number of inbound ports 1006,
outbound ports 1008, inlet ports 1016 or outlet ports 1018
for any switch module 1004. For the exemplary network of

FIG. 19A, P=5 and for the third switch module 1004(2)
(m=2) the outbound inter-modular links are labeled from
2x5 to (3)x5-1, that is, from 10 to 14. For ease of labeling,

a non-existing link from each Switch module to itself is
assigned a label. This link labeling Scheme is applied even
if some or all of the Switch modules 1004 employ fewer than
Pinbound ports 1006. Thus, the outbound ports 1016 of each
module are labeled with consecutive numbers while the

inbound ports 1006 of consecutive modules are labeled with
numbers that are Successively Separated by P.
0205. In the structure illustrated in FIGS. 19A and 19B,
the two sides of each Switch module 1004 have the same

number (P) of inbound ports 1006 and outbound ports 1008.

AS will be apparent to a person skilled in the art, it is
possible, and even likely, that a modular, high-capacity,
optical core node 1100 may be constructed with a number of
Switch modules 1004 that is not equal to the number of
inbound ports 1006 on each switch module 1004.
0206 FIG. 20A illustrates a port numbering scheme
based on a first matrix 2000A with the horizontal axis of the

first matrix 2000A indexing the inlet ports 1016 and the
vertical axis indexing the Switch modules 1004. The first
matrix 2000A sets out a structure for a Sub-section of an inlet

port-state memory 2411 that will be discussed in further
detail hereinafter with reference to FIG. 24. Each Sub

section of the inlet port-state memory 2411 is used to

maintain an indication of the State (i.e., busy or free) of each

inlet port 1016 for a single time slot. A second matrix 2010A
is illustrated in FIG. 20A that, for a particular time slot,
indicates the state of each inlet port 1016 and, therefore, may
be called an inlet port-State map. A “0” in the Second matrix
2010A indicates a free state for the inlet port 1016 to which
the location in the second matrix 2010A relates, while a “1”

in the second matrix 2010A indicates a busy state. Note that
the state represented in the second matrix 2010A is for a
particular time slot in the calendar associated with each of
the labeled inlet ports 1016.
0207 FIG. 20B illustrates a port numbering scheme
based on a first matrix 2000B with the horizontal axis of the

first matrix 2000B indexing the outlet ports 1018 and the
vertical axis indexing the Switch modules 1004. The first
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matrix 2000B sets out a structure for a Sub-section of an
further detail hereinafter. Each Sub-section of the outlet

port 1006, 1008 need be assessed. However, in the case of
a path from an origin Switch module 1004 to a destination
Switch module 1004 passing through an intermediate switch

port-State memory 2412 is used to maintain an indication of
the state of each outlet port 1018 for a single time slot. A

ports 1008 to be assessed (namely an outbound port 1008 on

outlet port-state memory 2412 that will be discussed in

module 1004, there is a need for the state of two outbound

second matrix 2010B is illustrated in FIG. 20B that, for a

the origin Switch module 1004 and an outbound port 1008 on

particular time slot, indicates the State of each outlet port
1018 and, therefore, may be called an outlet port-state map.
For the meaning of a “0” or a “1” in the second matrix

the intermediate switch module 1004). This is equivalent to

2010B see the discussion of FIG. 20A hereinbefore.

0208 For uniformity, as mentioned above, the inlet ports
1016 in a Switch module m are numbered as mxP to

(m+1)xP-1 and the outlet ports 1018 are numbered likewise,

P being the Specified maximum number of ports. Conse
quently, even though the Switch modules 1004 under con
sideration have only three inlet ports 1016 and three outlet
ports 1018, these ports are labeled as if there were five of

assessing the state of one outbound port 1008 and one

inbound port 1006 (namely an outbound port 1008 on the
origin Switch module 1004 and an inbound port 1006 on the

destination switch module 1004).
0213 This latter assessment may be accomplished for a
particular time slot by comparing the row, of the Second
matrix 2110A of FIG. 21A, that corresponds to the origin

Switch module 1004 with the column, of the same second

in effect, been labeled. The first matrix 2100A sets out a

matrix 2110A, that corresponds to the destination switch
module 1004. In the outbound port-state memory that main
tains a copy of the second matrix 2110A for each time slot,
the comparing requires that the memory locations of the row
be read. Such a row read operation can be accomplished
with a single memory acceSS where the State information is
maintained in contiguous memory locations, as is preferred.
The comparing also requires that the column be read. Such
a column read operation would take five memory-access
steps for the exemplary second matrix 2110A.
0214) To facilitate the third-order matching process, a
further state memory may be created. Nominally, this further
State memory may be an inbound port-State memory, but the
Structure of each Sub-Section, as represented by a first matrix
2100B of FIG.21B, is a transpose of the first matrix 2100A
of FIG.21A. This transposition of the first matrix 2100A of
FIG. 21A allows the column read operation mentioned
above to be accomplished as a row read operation, requiring
just a single read command, thereby requiring leSS process
ing time. Accordingly, a Second matrix 2110B is illustrated
in FIG.21B that, for a particular time slot, indicates the state
of each inbound ports 1006 and, therefore, may be called an
inbound port-state map. The second matrix 2110B of FIG.
21B is a transpose of the second matrix 2110A of FIG. 21A.
0215. An indicated row 2102A in FIG. 21A contains the
identities of outbound ports 1008 of the third switch module

Structure for a Sub-Section of an outbound port-State memory

the identities of inbound ports 1006 of the fifth switch

each.

0209. In view of FIG. 20A and FIG. 20B, a time-slot
allocation request identifying the inlet port 1016 labeled 12
and the outlet port 1018 labeled 11 may be satisfied, for the
particular time slot with which the second matrices 2010A,
2010B are associated, within the third Switch module

1004(2), requiring only a first-order matching process. Note

that in the second matrix 2010A of FIG. 20A the inlet port
1016 labeled 12 is free and in the Second matrix 2010B of

FIG. 20B the outlet port 1018 labeled 11 is free.
0210 A time-slot-allocation request identifying the inlet

port 1016 labeled 12, of the third switch module 1004(2),
and the outlet port 1018 labeled 20, of the fifth switch
module 1004(4), requires a compound matching process.
The first Step of Such a compound matching proceSS is
determining, for a particular time slot, that the inlet and
outlet ports 1016, 1018 of interest are free.
0211 FIGS. 21A and 21B assist in the compound match
ing process. FIG. 21A illustrates a port numbering Scheme
based on a first matrix 2100A with the horizontal axis of the

first matrix 2100A indexing the outbound ports 1008 and the
vertical axis indexing the Switch modules 1004. By labeling
the outbound ports 1008, the inter-modular links have also,
2413 that will be discussed in further detail hereinafter. Each

sub-section of the outbound port-state memory 2413 is used

to maintain an indication of the State (i.e., busy or free) of

each outbound port 1008 for a single time slot. A second
matrix 2110A is illustrated in FIG. 21A that, for a particular
time slot, indicates the state of each outbound ports 1008
and, therefore, may be called an outbound port-State map.
By extension, the state of each inbound port 1006 and each
inter-modular link is also indicated, for a particular time slot,
by the second matrix 2110A. Notably, the state of the
outbound port 1008 of the switch module 1004 bearing the

same index is always “1” (i.e., each element in a diagonal in
matrix 2110A always has a state of “1”).
0212. The Second step of the compound matching process
discussed in conjunction with FIGS. 20A and 20B is
determining that, for the particular time slot, an outbound
port 1008 of the origin Switch module 1004 and a corre
sponding inbound port 1006 of the destination Switch mod

1004(2) while an indicated row 2104B in FIG.21B contains
module 1004(4). Note that the identities in the indicated row

2104B of FIG. 21B are the same as the identities in an
indicated column 2104A of FIG. 21A.

0216) To select a path, as requested above, from the inlet
port 1016 labeled 12 of the third switch module 1004(2) to
the outlet port 1018 labeled 20 of the fifth switch module
1004(4), a compound matching process is required. That is,
the same time slot must be found vacant not only at the inlet
port 1016 labeled 12 and the outlet port 1018 labeled 20 but
also on any inter-modular links in a path from the third

switch module 1004(2) to the fifth switch module 1004(4).
0217. Using the identification of ports presented in FIGS.
19A and 19B, an outbound port 1008 and a corresponding
inbound port 1006 can be represented by a single label

(number). This single label is the label for the inter-modular

ule 1004 are free. In the case of a direct inter-modular link

link that connects the corresponding ports. For example,
compare the indicated row 2104A in FIG. 21A, containing
the identities of outbound ports 1008 of the third switch

between the Switch modules 1004, the state of only one inner

module 1004(2), to the labels on the inter-modular links
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emanating from the third switch module 1004(2) in FIG.

19A. Note that diagonal entries of the first matrix 2100A of
FIG. 21A and of the first matrix 2100B of FIG 21B are

italicized to indicate that the diagonal entries are null entries,
i.e., the diagonal entries do not correspond to actual inter
modular linkS.

0218. The number of pairs of inter-modular links is one
less than the number outbound ports 1008 for the origin
switch module 1004 under consideration (i.e., P-1). To
select a path from the third switch module 1004(2) to the
fifth switch module 1004(4), a path finding process should

consider the state of the following inter-modular links: {10,
4}, {11, 9}, {13, 19}, {14, Null. Notably, these pairs may be
determined by aligning the indicated row 2104A of FIG.

21A with the indicated row 2104B of FIG 21B. The latter

of these pairs is representative of a single inter-modular link

from the third switch module 1004(2) to the fifth switch
module 1004(4), requiring only a Second-order matching

process. Recalling that a first-order matching process is
necessary above to match a vacant time slot in an inlet port
1016 to a vacant time slot in an outlet port 1018 of the same
Switch module 1004, the second order matching process
adds the additional requirement of matching a vacant time
slot in an outbound port 1008. The rest of the pairs of
inter-modular links require a third-order matching process.
The third-order matching process adds the requirement of
matching a vacant time slot in an outbound port 1008 of an

intermediate switch module 1004 (or a vacant time slot in an
inbound port 1008 of the destination switch module 1004).
0219 For the example time slot represented by the sec
ond matrix 2010A of FIG.20A, the second matrix 2010B of
FIG. 20B, the second matrix 2110A of FIG. 21A and the

second matrix 2110B of FIG.21B, the compound matching
process required to select a path from the inlet port 1016

labeled 12 of the third switch module 1004(2) to the outlet
port 1018 labeled 20 of the fifth switch module 1004(4)

begins by establishing that the inlet port 1016 labeled 12 and
the outlet port 1018 labeled 20 are free. Once inlet and outlet
ports have been established to be free, the inter-modular link

1004(3). The third-order matching process is then consid

ered to be complete and the result {13, 19} is output.

0221 Alternative labels for ports are also contemplated.
Such alternative labels represent a port with two binary
values Separated by a period. The first value is the index, m,

of the Switch module 1004(m) and the second number is a
relative port number. For the above example, the inlet port
1016 labeled 12 may be alternatively labeled 010.010, i.e.,

the Switch module 1004(2) number 2 and the relative inlet

port 1016 number 2. Equally, the outlet port 1018 labeled 20
may be alternatively labeled 100.000, i.e., the Switch module

1004(4) number 4 and the relative outlet port 1018 number

O.

0222 AS described earlier, in a first-order matching pro
ceSS, occupancy packing increases the throughput of a Space
Switch. Occupancy packing in a time-multiplexed space
Switch increases the temporal occupancy gradient of the
input and output ports of the Space Switch, which tends to
maximize a probability of vacant time-slot alignment. The
probability of free time-slot alignment decreases as the order
of the matching process increases. In the mesh Structure

1200 (see FIG. 12) of the modular, high-capacity, optical
core node 1100 in accordance with the present invention, the
relatively low probability of time-slot alignment along a

Single internal path (made up of one or more inter-modular
link) within the mesh structure 1200 is offset by the avail

ability of multiple internal paths. This, however, may require
intensive processing. The pipelined processing method
according to the present invention enables a high rate of
connection routing within the mesh structure 1200 as will be

described below with reference to FIG. 23.

0223 Switch-module controllers receive release requests
from edge nodes and communicate the requests to the master
controller. In an adaptive network, an edge node may modify
its path-capacity requirements to follow traffic-load varia
tion. Thus, an edge node may request more time slots per
time frame or may offer to release a number of time slots in
a current connection to another edge node. The master

from the third switch module 1004(2) to the fifth switch
module 1004(4) is considered. If that inter-modular link,

controller need not be aware of the individual connections

matching process is complete and the result {14, Null} is

internal link.

output. If that inter-modular link is busy, as it is in the
example State map given by the Second matrix 2110A of
FIG. 21A, then the second-order matching process is
attempted for the next time slot. If a Second-order matching
proceSS has been attempted, and failed, for every time slot,
a third order matching process may be attempted, again on
a time slot by time slot basis.
0220. Where a third-order matching process is attempted
on the time slot represented in FIGS. 21A and 21B, the

0224. It is preferable that release requests be given the
highest priority for two reasons. The first is that the release
requests require a negligible processing effort. The Second is
that releasing resources as Soon as possible facilitates the
Scheduling process.
0225 FIG. 22 partly illustrates the connection-control
circuit 1104. The Switch-module controllers periodically
Send parameters of connection requests to the master con
troller. The requests are received at consecutive intervals of
time and Selector 2210 directs the release requests and
connection requests to a request memory 2212 from which
the requests are placed in buffers 2220, 2222, 2224, or 2226
according to the request type as determined by request Sorter

labeled 14 in FIG. 19A and corresponding to the outbound
port labeled 14 in FIG. 21A, is free, then the second-order

states of the inter-modular links in the pairs {10,4}, {11, 9},
{13, 19} are considered. Although the outbound port 1008
labeled 10 at the third switch module 1004(2) is free, the
outbound port 1008 labeled 4 at the first Switch module
1004(0) is busy. Additionally, the outbound port 1008
labeled 11 at the third switch module 1004(2) is busy and the

managed by the Switch-module controllers. Thus, each
Switch-module controller formulates a release request indi
cating the inlet port, the outlet port, and any traversed

2214. An additional buffer 2228 receives continuation

requests from a “tail” scheduler (scheduler number H) as

outbound port 1008 labeled 9 at the second switch module

will be described below.

outbound port 1008 labeled 19 at the fourth Switch module

described earlier, where each TDM frame is divided into

1004(1) is free. Fortunately, the outbound port 1008 labeled
13 at the third switch module 1004(2) is free and so is the

0226. The core node may be operated in a TDM mode, as
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He1 sub-frames. A cascade of He1 schedulers is provided

and the h" scheduler, 1shs H, covers 21 time slots per

TDM frame. The

time slots need not be consecutive. It

is convenient, however, to allocate consecutive locations in

a calendar, so that the h" scheduler is allocated time slotst,

to t+1-1, with t=0. The actual time slots can be a
one-to-one mapping of the consecutive time slots. This data
is virtually Static and is Set when the Scheduling mechanism
is installed or modified. Each Switch-module controller must

be aware of the values T, and I for each of the H
Schedulers, and the corresponding mapping. For example, if

the total number S of time slots per TDM frame (per
calendar) is a power of 2 (Such as 1,024), a reverse-binary
mapping can be used to distribute the time slots allocated by
a scheduler along the entire TDM frame. Reverse binary
mapping is derived by reading consecutive numbers in the
reverse binary order, i.e., the least-significant bit becomes
the most significant bit, and Vice-versa.
0227. As illustrated in FIG. 22, there are five buffers,
2220, 2222, 2224, 2226, and 2228, at the input of the head

scheduler (scheduler 2312-1 in FIG. 23). The first buffer

2220 contains release requests. The second buffer 2222
contains new requests where the inlet port and outlet port
belong to the same Switch module. The third buffer 2224
contains new requests where the inlet port and outlet port are
on different Switch modules and a direct internal link from

the originating Switch module and terminating Switch mod
ule is provided. If a direct link is not provided, the request
is placed in the fourth input buffer 2226. With a fully
meshed Switch modules, a direct internal link is provided for
each Switch-module pair and the fourth input buffer 2226 is
not needed. The fifth buffer 2228 contains only requests,
initially placed in the third buffer 2224, that were processed
by the cascade of Schedulers according to a Second-order
matching proceSS but the Second-order matching proceSS
failed to find the required number of allocable time slots. A
type of 0 is associated with each release request placed in the
first input buffer 2220, a type of 1 is associated with each
connection request placed in the Second or third input
buffers, 2222, 2224, and a type of 2 is associated with each
connection request placed in the fourth or fifth input buffer,
2226, 2228. Each of the H schedulers distinguishes a type-1
connection request having parameters j.m., and k.n by com
paring m and n. When m=n, the connection requires only a
first-order matching process. The purpose of using Separate

buffers (2222 and 2224) for type-1 requests is to enable a
service-priority discipline for all the five buffers. It is noted
that the first four buffers 2220, 2222, 2224, 2226 can share

a memory device because only one is accessed at any time.
The fifth buffer 2228 is preferably a separate memory device
because it is accessed independently.
0228. A 1:2 distributor 2304 and a 1:H distributor 2308

(see FIG. 23) are components of the path-selection device

1106. The connection-control circuit 1104 controls the

dequeuing of the release requests waiting in buffer 2220.
Preferably, release requests are given top priority in order to
release reserved time slot as Soon as the reserved time slots
become idle.

0229. The connection-control circuit 1104 also controls
the dequeuing of the connection-request bufferS 2222, 2224,
2226, and 2228, and the head Scheduler processes one
connection-request at a time. In a first preferred dequeuing
method, the buffers are dequeued according to a predeter

mined priority order. In a Second method, the buffers are
dequeued in a cyclic order, with each of the four buffers
allocated a time interval during which Some or all of its
waiting requests are processed by the head Scheduler. When
a connection-request buffer is empty, the connection-control
circuit 1104 proceeds to dequeue another connection-request
buffer. If the first method is used, the preferred priority order
is: 2224, 2228, 2226, then 2222. The rationale behind this

Selection is that giving inter-module connections waiting in
buffer 2224 a high priority increases the proportion of
connections using a Single link 420. A connection request
waiting in buffer 2228 may have already reserved time slots
along a direct link which would remain idle until the
connection is completely scheduled. Buffer 2226 is only
used when a direct link 420 is not provided, and a connec
tion-request waiting in the buffer is not holding any time
Slots. Finally, a connection request waiting in buffer 2222
has a high probability of acceptance and may then be given
the lowest priority.
0230. In the second method, the connection-control cir
cuit 1104 allocates a time interval for dequeuing each buffer.
When the interval allocated to de-queue a buffer expires, or
when the buffer becomes empty, a selector 2230 proceeds to
the next buffer in a cyclic fashion so that the third buffer
2224 follows the second buffer 2222 and the second buffer
2222 follows the fifth buffer 2228. Note that the release

request buffer 2220 is always given the highest priority and
its dequeuing interleaves the dequeuing of the four connec
tion-request buffers. For example, each of the intervals may
be selected to be one millisecond. If the spatial distribution
of the traffic is uniform, a Small proportion of connections
would be confined within Switching modules, i.e., requiring
a first-order matching process, and the majority of connec
tions would be established over direct internal links con

necting Switching modules. Thus, even though the four
connection-request buffers are granted equal Service inter
vals, the head Scheduler receives most of its requests from
the third buffer 2224, and the other four intervals would be

shortened below the assigned one millisecond. With non
uniform Spatial distribution of traffic, where the connection
requests received at a Switching module are directed to a few

of the (N-1) other Switching modules, a significant propor

tion of the connections may have to use two-link paths, each
requiring a third-order matching process, and the fourth
allocated interval would be the busiest of the assigned four
intervals.

0231 Global time-slot occupancy packing, more fully
described hereinafter, could be a time-consuming process,
which, in Some instances, may be too slow to be practically
useful if implemented according to traditional path Selection
methods. However, the use of cascaded Schedulers 2312, to
be described with reference to FIG. 23, in the master

controller 1102 enables path selection within the modular,
high-capacity, optical core node 1100 at Very high rates. A
single scheduler 2312 may be limited to path selection for a
predetermined number of time-slots in a calendar. Each

Scheduler 2312 in this cascaded (pipelined) structure uses

memory devices 2408 to hold a state map indicating the
busy/idle state for each inlet port 1016 and each outlet port
1018 for the predetermined number of time slots, i.e., the
time-slot band handled by a stage. Advantageously, each

entry in each State map need only be one-bit wide (see the
discussion of FIGS. 21A, 21B). If a very high path selection
rate is not required, the number of cascaded Schedulers 2312
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can be reduced. Such a reduction requires that each Sched
uler 2312 handle more time-slots per calendar.
0232 A Strategy of global time-slot occupancy packing is
used herein to promote order in the path Selection process,
wherein each time-slot-allocation request is processed in the
same order in the path selection device 1106. That is, a path
to Satisfy each time-slot-allocation request is Sought Starting
with the time-slot band A, corresponding to the first Sched

uler 2312A of the path selection device 1106 (FIG. 23). If
a path is not found for all the requested time-slots, an
amended version of the time-slot-allocation request may be
passed to the second scheduler 2312B, and so on. By always
processing the time-slot-allocation requests in this order, the
early time slots will tend to have high occupancy and the
later time slots will tend to have low occupancy. This
occupancy pattern is known to result in a more efficient
matching process.
0233 FIG. 23 illustrates elements of the path selection

device 1106 of the master controller 1102 of FIG. 11. The

path-selection device 1106 receives both connection
requests and release requests from the selector 2230. The
Search effort for finding an internal path can be divided
among a number of Schedulers 2312, where each Scheduler
2312 handles the search over a prescribed “band' of time
slots. The number, S, of time slots per calendar is preferably
large, of the order of 1,024 for example. The S time slots
may be grouped into J Sets, where J-S, and each of the JSets
may be associated with a processing unit. Each of the
Schedulers 2312 is a time-slot matching device that can
perform first-order, Second-order, or third-order matching
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transmitted to Switch-module controllers 1002. Note that, at

any instant of time, it is possible that all the H schedulers
2312 be engaged in processing connection requests. The
processing gain, hence the increased Scheduling throughput,
derives directly from this simultaneous processing. The
processing gain of a System employing multiple processing
units may be defined as the ratio of the mean processing
throughput to the throughput of a System employing a single
processing unit.
0235. The cyclic selector 2316 transfers the results of all

schedulers to the connection-control circuit 1104 (see FIG.
11). A path-Search attempt performed by the path Selection
device 1106 may terminate successfully at any scheduler
2312 of the path selection device 1106. Only unsatisfied
time-slot-allocation requests are processed in all Schedulers
2312. Notably, while the time-slot-allocation requests arrive
Sequentially at the path Selection device 1106, Successive
time-slot-allocation requests may terminate concurrently at
different schedulers 2312. Each scheduler 2312 is therefore

provided with a result buffer 2314 to store each result record
that is a product of Satisfaction, at least in part, of a
time-slot-allocation request. Alternatively, the result buffer

2314 may store an identity (say, a cyclical request number)

that points to a result record, where the record Stores
attributes of the path selected to satisfy the time-slot
allocation request. The cyclical selector 2316 visits the result

buffers 2314 and, under control of a de-queue circuit (not
illustrated), reads the content, if any, of each result buffer
2314 (or of the result record to which the identity in the
result buffer 2314 points) and transfers the content to the
connection-control circuit 1104 in the master controller 1102

proceSSeS.

(FIG. 11). With proper selection of the capacities of the

0234. A 1:2 distributor 2304 directs connection requests
to a head scheduler 2312-1 and release requests to a 1:H
distributor 2308 which places each release request in a
release-request buffer associated with each Scheduler 2312.
The appropriate Schedulers 2312 for each release request are
determined by request sorter 2214. Each Switch-module
controller associates each release request received from edge

inner ports 1006,1008 and the inlet and outlet ports 1016,

nodes 102 with one or more of the H schedulers 2312 and

where a release request coverS more than one Scheduler
2312, the release request is divided into release requests
each covering only one Scheduler. It is noted that, in order
to realize temporal packing, each connection requests must
be offered to the head scheduler and proceed through the
array of schedulers 2312 until the number of time slots
Specified in the connection request is allocated or all internal
routes have been unsuccessfully attempted. In contrast, a
release request Specifies the time slots to be released and the
corresponding inlet port, outlet port, and inner linkS. There
fore, it would be wasteful to let a release request proceed
along the array of schedulers 2312. The path selection
device 1106 makes use of cascaded Stages to expedite a path
Selection process. The number of time slots in a Scheduling

period may be arranged as time-slot bands (of, for example,
eight time-slots per band) So that each stage of the path
Selection device 1106 may correspond to a single time-slot

band. The cascaded schedulers of FIG. 23 are labeled 1

through H. Each of a set of schedulers 2312-1, 2312-2, . . .

, 2312-(H-1), 2312H communicates with a corresponding

one of a set of result buffers 2314-1, 2314-2, . . . ,

2314-(H-1), 2314H (referred to individually or collectively
as 2314). The output of the result buffers 2314 is transmitted
to a cyclic selector 2316 from which selected results are

1018 of each Switch module 1004, the incidence of unsuc

cessful path-Search attempts can be made negligibly Small.
0236 AS stated hereinbefore, the time slots of the calen
dar of interest may be collected into time-slot bands to
enhance processing efficiency. Each Stage of the path Selec
tion device 1106, including a scheduler 2312 and a result
buffer 2314, corresponds to a single time-slot band. A
time-slot band may include only one time slot. However,

when the number of time slots per TDM frame (per calen
dar) is large, 1,024 for example, a time-slot band may
contain Several time slots. There is no requirement that each
of the time-slot bands considered by a path Selection device
1106 have the same number of time slots. In fact, there may
be significant advantages realized by arranging the time-slot
bands So that the earlier time-slots bands contain a Small

number of time slots, while the later time-slots bands contain

a larger number of time slots.
0237) If, for example, time-slot-allocation requests are
received at a rate of one million per Second in a 20-band path
selection device 1106, and with proper selection of the
time-slot bands, the result records would be queued in the
result buffers 2314 at approximately the same rate, with a
negligible request rejection rate. A worst-case de-queue
delay may occur when all the time-slot-allocation requests
terminate Successfully at a Single given time-slot band. The
cyclic Selector, which is unaware of the content of individual
result buffers 2314, must visit all the result buffers 2314.

With an access time of 20 nanoSeconds, for example, there

may be an overhead time of about 0.4 microseconds (20
buffers and 20 nanoseconds access time) and the available
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de-queue time per time-slot-allocation request may be about
0.6 microseconds. If the number of schedulers is large, 100

for example, an auxiliary cyclic Selector (not illustrated)

may be used to concurrently “look ahead' and list, in an

auxiliary buffer (not illustrated), only those result buffers
2314 that contain results. In any case, the de-queue delay
may be considered insignificant because a high overhead
results in more accumulation and a Self-adjusting relative
reduction in overhead. A Scheduler 2312 can only proceSS
one request at a time. Thus, it de-queues a request from a
request buffer only after it either places a record in its result
buffer and/or after it places the request parameters into a
cascade buffer, i.e., the connection-request buffer of a Sub
Sequent Scheduler, for further processing.
0238. It is noted that a direct link connecting a first Switch
module to a second Switch module may be reserved for the
exclusive use of connections from inlet ports of the first
Switch module to outlet ports of the second switch module
if the total rate of Such connections is known to be Suffi

ciently high. Under high load, connection requests from the
first Switch module to the second switch module may still be
accommodated using a two-link path through an intermedi
ate Switch module.

0239 FIG. 24 illustrates one of the cascaded stages of
FIG. 23, where a stage includes a scheduler 2312 and a
result buffer 2314. A connection-request buffer 2402, as part
of the Scheduler 2312, receives incoming time-slot-alloca
tion requests either from the connection-control circuit 1104

(for the head scheduler 2312-1) or from the previous sched
uler (for the scheduler 2312-2 through to the tail scheduler
2312-H) and buffers these time-slot-allocation requests

before transmitting the time-slot-allocation requests to a
path finder 2404. A release-request buffer 2410 receives
requests to release paths allocated for time slots covered by
the specific scheduler 2312. The path finder 2404 gives the
release-request buffer priority over the request buffer 2402
in order to exploit the released time slots in accommodating
any new connection requests in connection-request buffer
2402.

0240 AS discussed hereinbefore, a time-slot-allocation
request may, for instance, identify an inlet port 1016, an
outlet port 1018 and a number of time slots required per
scheduling period. The path finder 2404 has access to
memory devices 2408 for maintaining an inlet port-state
memory 2411, an outlet port-State memory 2412, an out
bound port-State memory 2413 and an inbound port-State
memory 2414 that relate to the time-slot band assigned to the
scheduler. A selector 2406 receives a result of a path finding
process carried out by the path finder 2404. If the process has
been Successful, i.e., a path has been found for at least one
of the time slots requested, a result record that indicates the
found path or paths is sent to the result buffer 2314. The
result record is then selected by the cyclic selector 2316

(FIG. 23). Where the process has been unsuccessful, at least

in part, i.e., a path has been found for fewer than all of the
time slots requested, the time-slot-allocation request

(amended to reflect the Selection of a path for Some, though
not all, of the requested time slots) may be sent to the next
scheduler 2312 (for the head scheduler 2312-1 and the
scheduler 2312-2 through to the scheduler 2312-(H-1)) or to
the connection-control circuit 1104 (for the tail scheduler
2312-H).

0241 Consider that the time slots of a given calendar
may be collected into time-slot bands, as described above in
conjunction with FIG. 23, where the time-slot bands do not
necessarily have equal numbers of time slots and that a given
time-slot-allocation request may indicate a need for more
than one time slot in the calendar. Each Scheduler 2312 of

the path selection device 1106 may be associated with four
memory devices 2408 that cover a particular time-slot band.
These four memory devices may include, for instance, an

inlet port-state memory 2411 (FIG. 20A), an outlet port
state memory 2412 (FIG. 20B), an outbound port-state
memory 2413 (FIG. 21A) and an inbound port-state
memory 2414 (FIG. 21B).
0242. As noted earlier, the number of time slots in each

time-slot band is arbitrary and may vary from one time-slot

band to another. The mean Search time in a time-slot band
increases with the number of time slots in the time-slot band.

Increasing the number of time-slot bands in a calendar
increases the path Selection capacity of the path Selection
device 1106. Such an increase in the number of time-slot

bands reduces the size of individual memory devices 2408
but increases the required number of memory devices 2408.
0243 Configuration of the path selection device 1106
may be under the control of the connection control circuit
1104, which may monitor the mean search time. Based on
changes in the mean Search time, the connection control
circuit 1104 may configure the path selection device 1106 to
alter the number of time slots in individual time-slot bands.

024.4 FIG. 25 shows an example output of the path
Selection device 1106 of the master controller 1102 in

response to the receipt of a time-slot-allocation request. A
first exemplary result record 2502 illustrates the selection of
a path for a Single time slot per calendar using a direct link

{14, NULL. Where the time-slot-allocation request

required q time slots per calendar, with q=4 for example, the
time-slot-allocation request may be considered to have been
only partially satisfied. Other exemplary result records 2504
illustrate the selection of a two-link path for each of the
remaining three time slots of the time-slot-allocation

request.

0245) For each path in the example of FIG. 25, it is
assumed that the path selection device 1106 found the vacant
time slot as close to a reference time slot in the calendar as

possible. In view of FIG. 23, it appears that the first result
record 2502 is a result of path selection performed by the
Scheduler 2312-2 associated with the second time-slot band

and the result records 2504 are results of path selection
performed by the head scheduler 2312-1 associated with the
first time-slot band.

0246 The q requested time slots may be allocated any
number, less than or equal to the number, q, of inter-modular
paths. The path for a given time slot may be described by
one or more inter-modular link identifiers, where each link

identifier is equivalent to a label of an outbound port 1008
and the corresponding inbound port 1006. The entries in
each row in the result records 2502, 2504 contain a first
inter-modular link identifier, L1, of a first inter-modular link,
a Second inter-modular link identifier L2 of a Second inter

module link for a path of two inter-module links, and a

time-slot index, T (a number between 0 and S-1, Sbeing the
number of time slots per calendar). The value of q is less
than or equal to S and is typically Substantially less than S.
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The identifiers L2 are initialized as null entries. It is noted

that the second link identifier L2 can be determined, by an
inlet Switch module, based on L1 and the outlet Switch

map 2730 has a number of rows equal to the number of inner
links and a number of columns equal to the number of time
Slots per time frame. The maximum number of inner linkS is

module, however it may be provided by the path-selection
device 1106. A null value is assigned to L2 if link L1
connects the inlet Switch module directly to the outlet Switch

NX (N-1). With N=5, the number of inner links would be

module and an outlet Switch module are the Switch modules

because the null links indicated in the diagonal of the inner
link identification matrix 2630 are included for addressing

module specified in a connection request. (An inlet Switch
that respectively include the inlet and outlet ports Specified

for a connection.)
0247. In a preferred embodiment, on first pass through
the stages of the path selection device 1106 (FIG. 23), the
Schedulers 2312 attempt a Second-order matching proceSS
(see FIG. 29). Any time-slot-allocation requests rejected by
all (i.e., not completely satisfied by any) of the Schedulers
2312 are returned to the connection control circuit 1104

(buffer 2228). The connection control circuit 1104 may then
re-introduce the rejected time-slot-allocation requests to the
path selection device 1106 So that the schedulers 2312 may

attempt a third-order matching process (see FIG. 30). Such
a two-pass proceSS helps to ensure that if a time slot is
available wherein a direct connection between Switch mod

ules 1004 may be established, that time slot is allocated
before considering a path via an intermediate Switch module
1004. The two-pass process requires the secondary buffer
2228 to Store time-slot-allocation requests that were not
fully accommodated by a Second-order time-slot matching.
The secondary buffer 2228 may be part of, or controlled by,
the connection-control circuit 1104 as described earlier.

0248. A connection request basically specifies an inlet
port and an outlet port of the modular Switch and a required

number of time slots per time frame (per calendar). The

Switch-module controller must then identify the correspond
ing inlet Switch module and outlet Switch module. It is noted
that the inlet Switch module is not necessarily the Switch
module that receives the connection request. Referring to
FIG. 26, an inlet port identification array 2610 having P
entries, and an outlet port identification array 2620 having Q
entries, where P is the number of inlet ports and Q is the
number of outlet ports, can be used for associating a Switch
module with an inlet port or an outlet port. The inlet port
identification array 2610 is indexed by an inlet-port identi

fier to read an identifier 2612 of the inlet Switch module.

Likewise, the outlet port identification array 2620 is indexed
by an outlet-port identifier to read an identifier 2622 of the
outlet Switch module. Ainner link identification matrix 2630

having N rows and N columns holds the identifiers of the
inner-links, N being the number of Switch modules 1004. An
entry corresponding to row m and column in contains the
identifier of the inner link connecting Switch modules m and
n, Osm-N, and Osm-N. When m=n, the identifier is a

NULL value indicated by the symbol “X”.
0249. The arrays 2610,2620, and matrix 2630 of FIG. 26
contain Virtually Static data that change only when the
modular-Switch configuration is changed. To allocate a path,
requiring one or more time slots per time frame, three State
maps are needed as illustrated in FIG. 27. An inlet port state
map 2710 has a number of rows equal to the number P of
inlet ports and a number of columns equal to the number of
time slots per time frame, eight in this example. An outlet
port state map 2720 has a number of rows equal to the
number Q of outlet ports and a number of columns equal to
the number of time slots per time frame. An inner link State

20. In this example, however, the number of rows of the

inner link state map 2730 is 25 (numbered 0 to 24). The
number of rows exceeds the actual number of inner links
convenience.

0250) A data structure comprising the arrays 2610, 2620
and matrix 2630 of FIG. 26 and the state maps 2710, 2720
and 2730 of FIG.27 can be used to find a path from any inlet
port to any outlet port. If the inlet port identification array
2610 and the outlet port identification array 2620 indicate
that the inlet port and the outlet port belong to the same
Switch module, only the inlet port state map 2710 and the
outlet port state map 2720 need be consulted. For example,
inlet port 12 and outlet port 14 belong to Switch module 4,
and hence only row 12 in the inlet port state map 2710 and
row 14 in the outlet port state map 2720 need be examined.
This requires examining corresponding time slots in the two
rows until either the required number of matching time slots
is reached or all time slots have been examined. If the inlet

port identification array 2610 and the outlet port identifica
tion array 2620 indicate that the inlet port and outlet port
belong to different Switch modules, then the inner link
identification matrix 2630 is consulted to determine the

inner link connecting the different Switch modules. For
example, inlet port 12 and outlet port 12 belong to Switch
modules 4 and 3 respectively. Note that the inlet and outlet
connectivity need not be identical, as indicated in the inlet
port identification arrays 2610 and the outlet port identifi
cation array 2620. The inner link identification matrix 2630
indicates that link 23 connects inlet Switch module 4 to

outlet Switch module 3. To find a path, row 12 in the inlet
port state map 2710 and row 12 in the outlet port state map
2720 are examined to find matching time slots. As described
earlier, a matching time slot is a time slot that is vacant in
two or more specified ports or linkS. In order to realize
temporal packing, as described earlier with reference to
FIG. 9, the search for a matching time slot starts from the
Same reference time slot, conveniently Selected to be time
slot 0 for example. When the first matching time slot is
found, according to the inlet port state map 2710 and the
outlet port state map 2720, row 23 in the inner link state map
2730 is examined to determine if the matching time slot
determined from rows 12 and 12 of the inlet port state map
2710 and the outlet port state map 2720 is also vacant in row
23 in the inner link state map 2730. If so, the time slot is
marked as allocable in row 12 of the inlet port State map
2710, row 12 in the outlet port state map 2720, and row 23
in the inner link state map 2730. The process continues until
either the number of required matching time slots is met or
all the time slots have been examined and there is still a

pending number, greater than Zero, of time slots. If there is
a pending number of time slots, a third-order matching
process would be required. A third-order matching proceSS

can use up to (N-2) paths from the inlet switch module to

the outlet Switch module, one path through each Switch
module other than the inlet and outlet Switch modules.

0251 Starting with a Switch module 2, for example, to
establish a path between inlet Switch module 4 and outlet
Switch module 3, the inner link identification matrix 2630 is
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to 7 in FIG. 28). There is a one-to-one correspondence

consulted to determine the identifier of the outbound link
from Switch module 4 to Switch module 2 and the inbound
link from Switch module 2 to Switch module 3. These are

between each of the time slots Specified for a given Sched

determined as inner link 22 (outbound) and inner link 13
(outbound). This can also be seen from FIGS. 19A and 19B.

0254 For each scheduler 2312, the state maps held in
memory devices 2411, 2412, 2413, and 2414 take the form

If a matching time slot determined from row 12 of the inlet
port state map 2710 and row 12 of the outlet port state map

2720 is also free in row 22 and row 13 of the inner link state

map 2730, the time slot is allocable and corresponding
entries in row 12 of the inlet port state map 2710, row 12 in
the outlet port state map 2720, and rows 22 and 13 in the
inner link state map 2730. If a matching time slot is found
through Switch module 2, no other Switch module is
attempted because at most one path can be established
during a Single time slot. If, on the other hand, a path through
Switch module 2 is not found, another Switch module, O for

example, is considered. The outbound and inbound links are
determined from the inner link identification matrix 2630 to

be inner link 20 (outbound) and inner link 3 (inbound), and
the process of third-order matching is repeated using row 12
of the inlet port state map 2710, row 12 of the outlet port
state map 2720, and rows 20 and 3 of the inner link state map

2730. If all (N-2) path are attempted, successfully or oth

erwise, and if the pending number of allocable time slots is
Still greater than Zero, and if at least one time slot has not
been examined, then the process is repeated with a new time
slot.

0252) It is important to note that the outbound links,
hence the associated inbound link, for the third-order match

ing processes are preferably Selected in a manner that
promotes vacancy equalization, as will be described later
with reference to FIG. 29.

0253) The path allocation processes can be further sim
plified if the port numbering scheme described with refer
ence to FIG. 19 is adopted. With that scheme, the inlet

uler 2312 and a time slot in the TDM time frame.

of matrices labeled A, B, C, and D, illustrated in FIG. 28.

Each of the matrices labeled A and B includes a partition
corresponding to each Switch module. Each partition has a
number of rows equal to a prescribed upper bound of a
number of ports, in the input Side or output Side, of a Switch
module. The upper bound may further be selected to be the
nearest integer that is a power of 2, and not less than the
maximum number of ports per Switch module, if addressing
the matrices is based on concatenated numbers as described

earlier. Only the used rows, however, are indicated in FIG.
28. Each of matrices A and B has a number of columns equal
to the number of time slots in the time-slot band designated
for the scheduler. Each of matrices C and D has a number of

columns equal to above mentioned prescribed upper bound
of a number of ports per Switch module.
0255 FIG. 29 outlines the steps of a process followed by
one of the selectors 2312 in the path selection device 1106
to find a number of matching time slots. When the scheduler

2312 receives a request (step 2.910) either from the previous
Scheduler 2312 or, in the case of the head Scheduler 2312-1,

from 1:2 distributor 2304 (FIG. 23), the scheduler extracts
the connection parameters: j.m, k.n, q, and type, as described

above. The time-slot t is set to zero (step 2912). The inlet
State (0 or 1), Stored in Aa.m., t) and the outlet State (0 or 1),
stored in B(k,n, t), are examined (step 2920). If either is busy
(state 1), a Succeeding time slot within the time-slot set
covered by the scheduler 2312 is sought (step 2970). If step
2920 is successful (i.e., if both the inlet port and the outlet
port are free (state 0)), it is then required to determine
whether the connection is an intra-module connection by

Switch module and outlet Switch modules are indicated

comparing m and n (step 2922). If m=n, a result record

directly as the Second of two concatenated words. In addi
tion, Since for each time slot in a third-order matching

and the Second field indicates a relative time-slot identifier

process (N-2) candidate paths may be examined, it is
convenient to place their state indicators (a state indicator is
either 0 or 1) in consecutive locations in memory for both

the outbound inner link and the inbound inner link of a path.
This Suggests the use of Separate memory devices to contain
the States of outbound links and inbound links, leading of
course to data-Storage duplication but faster processing. The
preferable structure of the state maps is illustrated in FIG.
28. The structure includes inlet port-state map 2411, analo
gous to the inlet port State map 2710, outlet port-State map
2412, analogous to the outlet port State map 2720, State map
2413 structured in OxN rows, where ay is the number of time

slots per time frame (per calendar) specified for a corre

sponding scheduler 2312 and N is the number of Switch
modules, and State map 2414 of a similar structure to that of
state map 2413. Each row in input-port state map 2411
corresponds to an inlet port and each row in output-port State
map 2412 corresponds to an outlet port. Each row in State
map 2413 contains the states of N consecutive outbound
links, including a null entry corresponding to a non-existing
link from a Switch module to itself. Each row in State map
2413 contains the states of N consecutive inbound links,

including a null entry. The States of all inner links, in State
maps 2413 and 2414 during a time slot occupy N consecu
tive rows, as indicated in FIG. 28. The time slot specified for

each scheduler 2312 may be given consecutive numbers (0

{NULL, t, where the first field indicates a link identifier

t, is generated (step 2.932). The number, q, of pending time
slots is reduced by 1 (step 2934) and corresponding entries
in State matrices A and B are updated to indicate a busy State

(step 2960), the result record is written in result buffer (step
2962) and, if q is still greater than Zero (step 2964), a
Subsequent time slot is sought (step 2970). If, in step 2922,
m and n are determined to be unequal, and the type of the

request is determined to be other than type 2 (step 2924), a
free time slot along the link from module m to module n is

sought (step 2.930). Note that, if such a direct link did not
exist, the request would have been placed in buffer 2226

(FIG. 22) corresponding to a type-2 connection. To find an
allocable time slot in a direct link, the value of C(m, n, t) is
examined (step 2.930) and if found to be zero (indicating a

free time slot along link m.n), a result record (NULL, t) is

generated (step 2.932), the number q of pending time slots is
then reduced by one (step 2934), corresponding entries in
matrices A, B, and C are updated to indicate a busy State

(step 2960), and the result record NULL, t is placed in the

result buffer associated with the scheduler 2312 (step 2962).
If q is still greater than Zero (step 2964), the remainder of the
sub-frame is examined starting with step 2970). If the
sub-frame is exhausted (step 2974), and q is still greater than
Zero (as determined from step 2964), the connection request
is placed in a cascade buffer (step 2980) which is the
connection-request buffer 2402 of a subsequent scheduler
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2312, and the process is complete. If the scheduler in

question is the h"Scheduler, the Subsequent Scheduler has an

indeX equal to h+1. If h=H, the Subsequent Scheduler is the
head scheduler 2312-1 and the cascade buffer of Scheduler

H is the fifth input buffer 2228 of the connection-control
circuit 1104.

0256 If, in step 2924, the connection type is determined
to be 2, then a third-order matching process is activated (Step
2940). If a path is found for the current time slot t (step

2950), a result record {L, t, L being the selected outbound

link from Switch module m, is formulated, the number q of

pending time slots is reduced by 1 (Step 2934), correspond
ing entries in State matrices A, B, C, and D are updated (Step
2960), and the result record is written in the result buffer
2314 associated with the scheduler 2312 (step 2962). Note
that the matrix D will be discussed in conjunction with FIG.

30. If the pending number q of time slots is not zero (step
2964), a subsequent time slot is sought (step 2970) and, if
the Subsequent time slot is within the Sub-frame of the

current scheduler 2312 (step 2974), steps 2920, 2922, 2924,

2940, and 2950 are repeated. If step 2980 is reached, the
connection-request parameters, with the current value of q,
are written in the connection-request buffer 2402 buffer

associated with the Subsequent Scheduler 2312-(h+1), and

the proceSS is complete.
0257 Details of step 2940 are given in FIG. 30. In step
3020, a number, Q, of the remaining outbound links is
initialized to equal the number, d, of provisioned outbound
links for Switch module m. In step 3022, Q is reduced by 1,
and in step 3022, a current outbound link from Switch
module m is selected by adding 1, modulo d, to the index

of the last used outbound link. In step 3040, entries C(m, L,
t) and D(n, L, t) are examined to determine the State of a

two-link path from Switch module m to switch module in
through outbound link L during time Slott. If the path is free,
step 2940 is complete and the selected value of L is used by
step 2952 in formulating a result record. Otherwise, if in step
3040 it is determined that a path is not available, and
provided that Q is not Zero, indicating that there is at least
one more outbound link to be examined, steps 3022, 3024,
and 3040 are repeated, and if step 3050 is reached, a NULL
outbound link identifier is returned to step 2950 to indicate
that a path was not found along any of the outbound links

d, of switch module m. Where it is determined that a path

0259. If, after exhausting all path for each time slot
covered by the Scheduler 2312, q is Still greater than Zero,
the request parameterSj.m, k.n, q, and type are placed in the
connection-request buffer of the scheduler 2312. If the
connection type is 2 and the scheduler 2312 is the tail
Scheduler 2312-H, the proceSS is considered complete and,

regardless of the value of q (0 or positive), the acquired

allocable time slots are reported to the controller of the
Switch module that requested the connection. The Switch
module controller can assign the time slots to the Specific
connection request for which the allocable time slots were
Sought, or the time slots may be assigned to another con
nection request, for example when q>0 after processing a
given request and a Subsequent request can use the allocable
time slots.

0260 The memory that would be required to maintain an
indication of the state of every port of every Switch module
1004 in the modular, high-capacity, optical core node 1100
is divided into a number of memory partitions equal to the
number of stages in the path selection device 1106 of FIG.
23. FIG. 28 illustrates, in further detail, memory devices

2408 associated with a single scheduler 2312 (see FIG. 24).

The memory devices 2408 include the inlet port-state
memory 2411, the outlet port-state memory 2412, the out
bound port-state memory 2413 and the inbound port-state
memory 2414.
0261 AS is indicated in the inlet port-state memory 2411,
time slots 1, 4, 5 and 7 are free for the inlet port 1016 labeled

7 (see FIG. 20A) of the second switch module 1004(1).
Additionally, as is indicated in the outlet port-state memory
2412, time slots 1, 3 and 7 are free for the outlet port 1018

labeled 21 (see FIG. 20B) of the fifth switch module
1004(4). As the inlet port 1016 labeled 7 and the outlet port
1018 labeled 21 are not part of the same Switch module
1004, a compound matching proceSS is required. It should
first be noted that the inlet and outlet ports 1016, 1018 of
interest have free time slots 1 and 7 in common. The

outbound port-State map of outbound port-State memory
2413 and the inbound port-state map of inbound port-state
memory 2414 may then be consulted to select a path from

the second Switch module 1004(1) to the fifth switch module
1004(4). Specifically, the state maps relating to time slots 1
and 7 contained in these memories are reviewed.

0262 A review of the state maps relating to time slot 1

was not found (step 2950), then a subsequent time slot (step
2970) is examined. It is noted that one of the d, outbound

reveals that a direct inter-modular link is available from the

link will always indicate a busy State (C(m, L, t)=1) because

selection would read {9, NULL, 1}.

linkScan be a direct link, a path through which requires only
a Second-order time-slot matching process. However, Such a

step 2940 is only activated when a second-order matching
process fails in step 2.930.
0258. In performing step 3040, row mxt of matrix C and
row nxt of matrix D are preferably read concurrently from
the link-state memory and the reverse link-State memory,
respectively and held in registers. It is noted that, in Step
2940, only one outbound link L, Os L-d-1, can be
Selected during a single time slott. In a full-mesh, d=N-2
for all Switch modules, where N is the number of Switch

modules. It is desirable to equalize the vacancy among all
links and, therefore, the initial value of L for Successive

Searches is preferably Selected in a cyclic fashion where the
initial value of L. Succeeds the value at which the immedi

ately preceding Search has ended.

outbound port 1008 labeled 9 of the second Switch module

1004(1) to the inbound port 1006 labeled 9 of the fifth switch
module 1004(4). A result record arising from this path

0263. If the path selected in time slot 1 had not been
available, or if a Second time slot is requested by the
time-slot-allocation request of interest, the State maps relat
ing to time slot 7 may be reviewed. AS indicated, an
inter-modular link is available from the outbound port 1008

labeled 8 of the second Switch module 1004(1) to the
inbound port 1006 labeled 8 of the fourth Switch module
1004(3). Additionally, an inter-modular link is available
from the outbound port 1008 labeled 19 of the fourth switch

module 1004(3) to the inbound port 1006 labeled 19 of the
fifth Switch module 1004(4). A result record arising from this

path selection would read 8, 19, 7.

0264. A switch module can be implemented as a space
Switch which may Switch optical Signals from any input port
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to any output port. Recall that an input port can be an inlet
port or an inbound port, and an output port can be an outlet
port or an outbound port, as defined earlier. An optical signal
may occupy a single wavelength channel or Several wave
length channels. If all optical Signals at input are in the same
wavelength band, then any input signal can be Switched
freely to any output port. A Switch module may also be
implemented as a Star-coupler where the input Signals must
have non-overlapping wavelength channels. Each input port
must then be provided with a wavelength converter to shift
the wavelength band of the optical signal received by the
input port to correspond to a desired wavelength channel at

an output port. (A wavelength channel carries a modulated
wavelength which occupies a wavelength band).
0265 Balancing the Processing Loads of the Schedulers
0266 Each scheduler 2312 attempts to allocate time slots

for connection requests waiting at the corresponding con
nection-request request buffer 2402, where the connection
request buffer of the head scheduler includes the four buffers

2222, 2224, 2226, and 2228. Each of the H schedulers is

provided with State maps covering a prescribed Set of time

slots of the slotted time frame (i.e., a prescribed set of cells
in a calendar). The H sets of time slots assigned to the H

Schedulers are noninterSecting. The time slots within each
Set need not occupy consecutive positions in the Slotted time
frame. Each Scheduler assigns consecutive numbers to its
assigned time slots and associates each of the numbers with
a corresponding actual position of the time slot in the slotted
time frame. A Scheduler reports the actual time-slot positions

of allocated time slots. The head Scheduler receives fresh

connection requests from the NSwitch-module controllers in
addition to continuation connection requests from the tail
Scheduler after attempting to allocate a required number of
time slots through a direct link from an inlet Switch module
to an outlet Switch module, using a Second-order time-slot
matching process. A Scheduler de-queues connection
requests waiting in its corresponding connection-request
buffer 2402 and attempts to schedule them within its
assigned Set of time slots. A Scheduler processes one request
at a time. The workload of the Schedulers may vary appre
ciably, and the throughput of the assembly of Schedulers,
i.e., the mean number of Scheduled time slots, is influenced

by overloaded Schedulers. The highest throughput is realized
when the schedulers workloads are equalized. The work
load of a Scheduler can be adapted by modifying its assigned
Subset of time slots. The occupancy of a connection-request
buffer 2402 corresponding to a particular scheduler 2312 is
an indicator of its workload. To balance the occupancies of
the connection-request buffers 2402 of the H schedulers

2312, the master controller 1102 (FIG. 11) can monitor the
occupancy of each of the H connection-request buffers and
determine adjustments (increments or decrements) of the
sizes of the time-slot Subsets assigned to Some of the H
Schedulers 2312. These adjustments are preferably adaptive,
possibly changing with changing traffic composition.
0267 Multiple Connections
0268 A connection request received by a Switch-module
controller may specify an inlet port, an outlet port, and a
number of time slots per time frame. A connection request
may also specify a forward connection from an inlet port to
an outlet port and a return connection from the outlet port to
the input port, with different numbers of time slots per time

frame in the forward and return connections. To enable the

creation of Virtual networks within a given network, a
connection request may further Specify multiple pairs of
inlet ports and outlet ports with different time-slot allocation
for each pair. Such a multiple-connection request would be
initiated by an edge node that is managing a virtual network,
in which case the controller of the Switch module receiving
the request would interpret the request and translate its
connectivity requirement into a list of inlet-outlet-port pairs.
0269. Nodal Capacity
0270. With each port operating at the same nominal bit
rate, and with a Sufficient internal expansion, the access
capacity of the modular Switch is determined by the nominal
bit rate times the lesser of the number of inlet ports and the
number of outlet ports. If each inlet port receives only one
wavelength channel, then the capacity of the modular Switch
is determined as the number of ports times the capacity per
channel. Higher capacities may then be realized by using
parallel Switch modules.
0271 Capacity of Scheduler Array
0272. The rate at which a scheduler processes connection
requests waiting at its connection request buffer depends
heavily on the Spatial distribution of the connections. An
intra-module connection requests Specifying inlet and outlet
ports belonging to the same Switch module requires a simple
first-order time-slot matching process. An inter-module con
nection Specifying inlet and outlet ports belonging to dif
ferent Switch modules may be allocated through a direct link
using a Second-order time-slot matching process. If the
connection requests from each Switch module Specify an

equal number of time slots to each of the other (N-1) switch
modules, then the inter-module connections can be accom

modated on direct links, and the processing-intensive third
order time-slot matching would not be required. If the
connection requests from each inlet Switch module Specify
a Small number of outlet Switch modules, resulting in
direct-link overload, then a large proportion of inter-module
connections must be accommodated through intermediate
Switching modules, requiring third-order time-slot match
Ing.

0273. As described earlier, a third order time-slot match
ing process requires comparing four calendars per candidate

route. There are (N-2) candidate routes and examining all
candidate routes requires (N-2)x State inspection pro
cesses, each executed in A time units, where I is the size
of time-slot Subset assigned to scheduler h, 1s his H. For
S=1,024 time slots per time frame, and H=16, and if the
time-slot Subsets are of equal size, then P=64. With N=32
Switch modules, and A=50 nanoSeconds, the maximum

duration of a third-order time-slot matching process within
Scheduler h would be about 100 microseconds, and the mean

value may be as high as 80 microSeconds. Estimating the
processing time of an intra-module connection within the
Switch module to be four microSeconds and the processing
time of an inter-module connection accommodated through
a direct inner link to be eight microSecond, and considering
a Spatial distribution where intra-module requests constitute
0.2 of all requests and inter-module requests accommodated
through direct links constitute 0.4 of all requests, then the

weighted mean processing time per connection is (0.2x4+
0.4x8+0.4x80)=36 microseconds, and the scheduler
throughput would be 27,700 basic connections per second.
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Abasic connection requires one time slot, and the processing
effort of a connection requiring y time slots is approximated
as yxA. Increasing the number of schedulers from 16 to 32
reduces the weighted mean processing time per connection
to 18 microSeconds and, hence, increases the throughput to
55,400 connections per second.
0274. It is noted that the occupancy of the modular Switch
decreases gradually along the time frame, with the highest

occupancy expected at the reference time slot (time slot 0 for
example). The sizes of the time-slot Subsets assigned to the

H Schedulers may be adjusted to equalize the workload.
0275) Hybrid Modular Switch
0276 A modular switch can be constructed using both
electronic and optical Switch modules. FIG. 31 illustrates a

modular Switch Structured as a mesh of electronic Switch

modules 3120 and optical Switch modules 3140. Each elec
tronic Switch module 3120 preferably has a buffer 3122 at

each inlet port and each inbound port (i.e., at each input
port). A buffer is desirable at each inlet port to relax the

requirement of time coordination with the Source nodes. A
buffer is needed at each inbound port in order to reduce the
order of time-slot matching as illustrated in FIG. 32. In
addition, if an outbound port of an electronic Switch module
3120 connects to an inbound port of an optical Switch
module 3140, then it is also preferable that the outbound port
be provided with a buffer 3124 to enable decoupling the
matching processes at the electronic and optical Switch
modules and, hence, further reduce the order of the matching
process. If a Switch module in the modular Switch is an
electronic Switch, the Switch module need not be time
locked to the Source nodes to which it connects. Time

alignment can, instead, be realized using the buffer 3122 at
each input port of the Switch module 3.120.
0277 FIG. 32 indicates the matching processes required
in an internal path traversing two or three Switch modules,
where a Switch module can be electronic or photonic. The
highest order of matching processes is determined by the
number of consecutive optical Switching modules in the
path. If a path traverses three Switch modules where the
middle Switch module in the path is electronic, then three
independent first-order matching processes are required. If
only the first or the third Switching module is an electronic
Switch, then two independent matching processes are
required, one of which being a Second-order matching
proceSS and the other a first-order matching process. It is
preferable to start with the higher-order matching process in
the Search for matching time slots.
0278 All-Electronic Modular Switch

0279 A core node 1200 (FIG. 12) may comprise only
electronic Switch modules. To realize a modular Switch of

moderate capacity, of the order of 10 Terabits per second for
example, common-memory Switch modules may be used,
each having 64 input ports and 64 output port. The 64 input
ports would be divided into 24 inlet ports and 40 inbound
ports, and the 64 output ports would likewise be divided into
24 outlet ports and 40 outbound ports. The 40:24 expansion
is provided to offset the effect of spatial traffic imbalance
which forces. Some inlet-outlet traffic Streams to use two-link

internal paths. The mesh structure of FIG. 4 or FIG. 12
would then comprise a maximum of 41 Switch modules and
the total number of input ports or output ports is then

24x41=984. With each input or output port operating at 10
Gb/s, the total capacity of the modular Switch would be 9.84
Terabits per second. To realize a modular switch of very
high capacity, a rotator-based Switch having 512 input ports
and 512 output ports can be used as a Switch module. With
the 512 input ports divided into 192 inlet ports and 320
inbound ports, and the 512 output ports divided into 192
outlet ports and 320 outbound ports, the maximum number

of Switch modules in a mesh structure (FIGS. 4 and 12) is
321. The maximum number of input ports or output ports in
the modular Switch becomes 192x321=61,632, and with

each port operating at 10 Gb/s, the total capacity of the
modular switch is about 616 Terabits per second. The
rotator-based Switch is described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,168,492

and 5,745,486 issued on Dec. 1, 1992 and on Apr. 28, 1998
to Beshai et al.

0280. In summary, time-sharing Switching can not be
easily implemented in a network in which an optical Signal
has to traverse two or more optical Switches. However, a Set
of intermediate-sized optical Switches may be used in con
junction with a multi-stage configuration. Although path
finding in a time-shared, multi-stage, bufferless, optical core
node can be arduous, the present invention provides hard
ware for a relatively fast performance of the required exten
Sive processing. The overall efficiency of a network based on
high-capacity core nodes is enhanced by reducing the inter
nal blocking of the core nodes, thus permitting high occu
pancy of the input links and output links of the core nodes,
and by increasing the Scheduling capacity of each core node,
thus permitting fast redirection of connections.
0281 Other modifications will be apparent to those
skilled in the art and, therefore, the invention is defined in
the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A modular Switch comprising:
a plurality of Switch modules, each of Said plurality of
Switch modules including:
a plurality of inlet ports, each of Said plurality of inlet
ports adapted to communicatively couple to an opti
cal link from an external node,

a plurality of outlet ports, each of Said plurality of outlet
ports adapted to communicatively couple to an opti
cal link to an external node,

a plurality of outbound ports, each of Said plurality of
outbound ports communicatively coupled to an inter
modular link to an other of said plurality of Switch
modules,

a plurality of inbound ports, each of Said plurality of
inbound ports communicatively coupled to an inter
modular link from an other of said plurality of Switch
modules, and

a master controller including a path Selection device
adapted to match vacant time slots in calendars
asSociated with particular ones of Said inlet ports,
Said outlet ports and Selected outbound ports of Said
Switch modules in response to receiving a connection
request, Said connection request Specifying an inlet
port, an outlet port, and a number of time slots in a
time-division-multiplex frame.
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2. The modular switch of claim 1 further comprising
a plurality of Switch-module controllers, each of Said
plurality of Switch-module controllers communica
tively coupled to an associated one of Said plurality of
Switch modules and to Said master controller, each of

Said plurality of Switch-module controllerS operable to:
receive Said connection request from one of Said exter
nal nodes via Said associated one of Said plurality of
Switch modules,

Send Said connection request to Said master controller;
receive a Schedule from Said master controller, where

Said Schedule is generated by Said master controller
responsive to receiving Said connection request; and
Send, to Said associated one of Said plurality of Switch
modules, commands adapted to configure Said asso
ciated one of Said plurality of Switch modules
according to Said Schedule.
3. The modular Switch of claim 2 wherein each of said

plurality of Switch modules further comprises:
a controller input port adapted to receive communication
from Said associated Switch-module controller; and

a controller output port adapted to transmit communica
tion to Said associated Switch-module controller.
4. The modular Switch of claim 3 wherein each of said

Switch modules is an optical Switch module and each of Said
Switch-module controllers is further operable to exchange
time-locking data with Said external nodes via said associ
ated one of Said plurality of Switch modules, Said time
locking data comprising readings of time counters provided
at Said external nodes and Said modular Switch.
5. The modular Switch of claim 3 wherein at least one of

Said plurality of Switch modules is an electronic Switch
module and each of Said inlet ports and inbound ports
asSociated with Said electronic Switch module includes a
data buffer.
6. The modular Switch of claim 5 wherein at least one of

Said plurality of Switch modules is an optical Switch module
and Said electronic Switch module has at least one outbound

port that is communicatively coupled to an inter-modular
link to Said optical Switch module, each of Said at least one
outbound port including a data buffer.
7. An optical core node comprising:
a plurality of optical Switch modules connected as a mesh,
wherein each of Said optical Switch modules is adapted
to:

communicate with an external node over a correspond
ing Outer link,
communicate with another optical Switch module over
an inner link, and

a plurality of Switch-module controllers, each of Said
plurality of Switch-module controllers associated with
one of Said plurality of optical Switch modules, each of
Said Switch-module controllers including a time-lock
ing unit adapted to time-lock Said Switch-module con
troller with said external node with which said Switch
module controller communicates over Said outer link.

8. A method of controlling an optical Switch module in a
modular optical Switch, Said method comprising:

receiving a connection request, from an edge node, via
Said optical Switch module, where Satisfying Said con
nection request requires use of an inter-modular link to
another optical Switch module in Said modular optical
Switch;

Sending a time-slot-allocation request toga master con
troller of Said modular optical Switch, where Said
time-slot-allocation request is based at least in part on
Said connection request;
receiving a plurality of connection Schedules, from Said
master controller in response to Said Sending Said
time-slot-allocation request, wherein each of Said plu
rality of connection Schedules is associated with a port
of Said optical Switch module; and
Sending, to Said optical Switch module, commands
adapted to configure an internal connectivity of Said
optical Switch module according to Said connection
Schedules.

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising receiving a
release request Specifying an inlet port, an outlet port, and
identifiers of timeslots to be released.

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising receiving a
release request Specifying the release of all time-slots allo
cated to a path from an inlet port to an outlet port.
11. The method of claim 8 further comprising sending
each of Said connection Schedules to an appropriate one of
Said plurality of edge nodes.
12. The method of claim 8 further comprising translating
said connection request, where said connection request
Specifies a Source edge node and a destination edge node, to
a time-slot-allocation request, where Said time-slot-alloca
tion request Specifies an inlet port, an outlet port, and a
number of time slots per calendar period.
13. In a Switching node having a plurality of input ports
and a plurality of output ports, Said Switching node having
a controller that includes a route-Set memory Storing a route
Set of routes for each pair of input and output ports, and a
plurality of cascaded Schedulers, each Scheduler associated
with a result memory and operable to Schedule connections
for a specified sub-set of time slots within a slotted time
frame, a method of Scheduling connections in response to
receiving connection requests, each connection request
including a connection descriptor having a connection iden
tifier and Specifying one of Said plurality of input ports, one
of Said plurality of output ports and a requested number of
time slots in a slotted time frame, Said method comprising:
determining a number of pending time slots, Said number
of pending time slots initially equated to Said requested
number of time slots;

Selecting a current Scheduler, Starting with Said first
Scheduler, to allocate allocable time slots and place
identifiers of Said allocable time slots in said result
memory;

Selecting a Subsequent Scheduler as Said current Sched
uler, and

cyclically reading content of Said result memory associ
ated with each of Said plurality of cascaded Schedulers.
14. The method of claim 13 further comprising classifying
Said routes in each Said route Set into at least one category
Such that Said allocable time slots may only be allocated
within a Selected one of Said at least one categories.
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15. The method of claim 14 further comprising:
Sorting Said at least one categories according to a descend
ing order of preference, a first Sorted category being the
most preferred;
allowing use of routes in a preferred category for allo
cating Said allocable number time slots,
where Said pending number of time slots is not Zero and
Said current Scheduler is the last of Said plurality of
cascaded Schedulers, repeating Said Selecting Said
Schedulers allowing use of routes in a next preferred
category of Said at least one categories.
16. The method of claim 15 wherein said Switching node
is a Space Switching node and Said Schedulers are time-slot
matching units.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein said Switching node
comprises Switching modules arranged in a meshed Structure
and Said at least one categories include:
routes traversing two of Said Switching modules,
routes traversing three of Said Switching modules, and
routes that traverse one of Said Switching modules.
18. The method of claim 17 further comprising:
releasing Said allocable time slots if Said pending number
of pending time slots is still greater than Zero after
allowing use of all of Said at least one categories, and
generating a rejection message.
19. The method of claim 17 further comprising reporting
Said identifiers of Said allocable time slots for Said connec

tion request to an entity from which Said connection request
was received.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein, if said pending
number of time slots is greater than Zero after using all of
Said categories, retaining Said identifiers of Said allocable
time slots and initiating a new connection request Specifying
Said pending number of time slots.
21. The method of claim 14 wherein routes of the same

category in Said route Set for each pair of input and output
ports are Selected cyclically for consecutive connection
requests associated with Said each pair of input and output
ports.

22. The method of claim 13 wherein said allocating said
allocable time slots includes Selecting Said allocable time
Slots to be as close as possible to a reference time slot in Said
slotted time frame.

23. The method of claim 13 further comprising adapting
a size of Said specified Sub-Set of time slots So as to balance
processing loads of Said plurality of cascaded Schedulers.
24. In a Switching node comprising inlet ports, outlet ports
and inner links, where a route Set is designated for each pair
of inlet and outlet ports and includes at least one route, each
of Said at least one route traversing two of Said inner links,
each inlet port adapted to receive time-multiplexed signals,
each Said Signal occupying at least one time-slot in a time
frame having a time slots, each inlet port, outlet port and
inner link associated with a calendar of OZ-1 cells, each cell

corresponding to a time slot and containing an indication of
an occupancy State, a method of Scheduling a transfer of
data, in a specified number of time slots, from a given inlet
port to a given outlet port using a designated route Set, Said
method comprising:

Selecting a candidate time slot from Said a time slots,
where Said Selecting is performed in a predetermined
order;
for Said candidate time slot:

determining, from Said calendar associated with Said
given inlet port, an occupancy State of Said given
inlet port for Said candidate time slot,
determining, from Said calendar associated with Said
given outlet port, an occupancy State of Said given
outlet port for Said candidate time slot;
Selecting a candidate route in Said designated route Set
for consideration, where said Selecting is performed
in a cyclic order and where Said consideration com
prises determining, from Said calendar associated
with a first inner link in Said candidate route, an

occupancy State of Said first inner link in Said can
didate route for Said candidate time slot;

where Said occupancy State of Said given inlet port, Said
given outlet port and Said first inner link in Said
candidate route is determined as vacant, considering
Said candidate route a first available route and Said
candidate time slot an allocable time slot.

25. The method of claim 24 further comprising associat
ing a vacancy value with each of Said candidate routes,
where a vacancy value for a given route is a total number of
vacant time slots per time frame.
26. The method of claim 25 further comprising repeating
Said occupancy State determining and candidate route Select
ing to find a Second available route from Said candidate
routes and Selecting Said Second available route if Said
vacancy value associated with Said Second available route is
greater than Said vacancy value associated with Said first
available route.

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising repeating
Said candidate time slot Selecting, Said occupancy State
determining and candidate route Selecting while Said Speci
fied number of time slots exceeds said number of allocable
time slots.

28. The method of claim 26 wherein said predetermined
order is a Sequential order of Said a time slots.
29. A method of matching vacant time slots in a plurality
of calendars of time slots, each of Said plurality of calendars
asSociated with a port at one of a plurality of optical Switch
modules in a modular optical Switch, Said method compris
Ing:

receiving a request for Scheduling a time slot that is vacant
in a first of Said optical Switch modules and a Second of
Said optical Switch modules, Said request Specifying an
inlet port of Said first of Said optical Switch modules,
used to receive a data block from a first edge node, and
an outlet port of Said Second of Said optical Switch
modules, used to transmit Said data block to a Second

edge node,
performing a Second-order matching process, Said Sec
ond-order matching process including:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and Said outlet
port over Sequential time slots until a particular time
slot is found for which both said inlet port and said
outlet port are vacant, where said examining begins
at an initial time slot; and
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where said particular time slot is found for which both
Said inlet port and Said outlet port are vacant, assess
ing occupancy of a first inter-modular link connect
ing Said first of Said optical Switch modules to Said
Second of Said optical Switch modules for Said par
ticular time slot.

30. The method of claim 29 further comprising, where
Said first inter-modular link is vacant for Said particular time
slot, updating Said plurality of calendars to result in updated
calendars that reflect use of Said particular time slot to Satisfy
Said request.
31. The method of claim 30 further comprising, upon
completion of Said Second-order matching process, Sending
Said updated calendars to Said first of Said optical Switch
modules and Said Second of Said optical Switch modules.
32. The method of claim 29 further comprising, where
Said first inter-modular link is occupied for Said particular
time slot, continuing Said examining and Said assessing,
Starting at the time slot Subsequent to Said particular time
slot.
33. The method of claim 29 wherein said second-order

matching process is limited to a predefined range of time
Slots and wherein, if Said particular time slot is not found,
Said request is forwarded for a Second-order matching
proceSS in respect of a Subsequent predefined range of time
Slots.

34. The method of claim 29 further comprising a third
order matching process, Said third-order matching proceSS
including:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and said outlet
port over Sequential time slots until a new particular
time slot is found for which both said inlet port and said
outlet port are vacant, where said examining begins at
Said initial time slot;

where said new particular time slot is found for which
both Said inlet port and Said outlet port are vacant,
assessing occupancy of a Second inter-modular link
connecting Said first of Said optical Switch modules to
a third of said optical Switch modules and a third
inter-modular link connecting Said third of Said optical
Switch modules to Said Second of Said optical Switch
modules for Said new particular time slot.
35. The method of claim 34 further comprising, where
both Said Second inter-modular ink and Said third inter

modular link are vacant for Said particular time slot, updat
ing Said plurality of calendars to result in updated calendars
that reflect use of Said new particular time slot to Satisfy Said

request.

36. The method of claim 35 further comprising, upon
completion of Said third-order matching process, Sending
Said updated calendars to Said first of Said optical Switch
modules, Said Second of Said optical Switch modules and
Said third of Said optical Switch modules.
37. A method of matching vacant time slots in a plurality
of calendars of time slots, each of Said plurality of calendars
asSociated with a port at one of a plurality of optical Switch
modules in a modular optical Switch, Said method compris
Ing:

receiving a request for Scheduling a time slot that is vacant
in a first of Said optical Switch modules and a Second of
Said optical Switch modules, Said request Specifying an
inlet port of Said first of Said optical Switch modules,
used to receive a data block from a first edge node, and

an outlet port of Said Second of Said optical Switch
modules, used to transmit Said data block to a Second

edge node,
performing a third-order matching process, Said third
order matching process including:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and Said outlet
port for Sequential time slots until a particular time
slot is found for which both said inlet port and said
outlet port are vacant, where said examining begins
at an initial time slot;

where said particular time slot is found for which both
Said inlet port and Said outlet port are vacant, assess
ing occupancy of a Second inter-modular link con
necting Said first of Said optical Switch modules to a
third of said optical switch modules and a third
inter-modular link connecting Said third of Said opti
cal Switch modules to Said Second of Said optical
Switch modules for Said particular time slot.
38. An apparatus for matching vacant time slots in a
plurality of calendars of time slots, each of Said plurality of
calendars associated with a port at one of a plurality of
optical Switch modules in a modular optical Switch, Said
apparatus comprising:
a request buffer adapted to receive a request for allocating
a time slot that is vacant in a first of Said optical Switch
modules and a Second of Said optical Switch modules,
Said request Specifying an inlet port of Said first of Said
optical Switch modules, used to receive a data block
from a first edge node, and an outlet port of Said Second
of Said optical Switch modules, used to transmit Said
data block to a Second edge node,
a path finder adapted to perform a time-slot matching
process for a given connection request read from Said
request buffer, and generate a result record;
a connection control circuit adapted to:
receive Said result record;

update Said plurality of calendars to result in updated
calendars that reflect use of Said particular time slot
to Satisfy Said request; and
Send Said updated calendars to Said first of Said optical
Switch modules and Said Second of Said optical
Switch modules.

39. The apparatus of claim 38 further comprising a result
buffer adapted to, upon completion of Said time-slot match
ing process, Store Said result record.
40. The apparatus of claim 39 further comprising a
Selector adapted to forward result records received from Said
path finder to said result buffer.
41. The apparatus of claim 40 wherein said selector is
further adapted to forward requests to a Subsequent request
buffer when a number of allocable time slots is less than a

Specified number.
42. The apparatus of claim 41 wherein Said Selector is
further adapted to receive release requests.
43. The apparatus of claim 42 wherein said time-slot
matching process is a first-order matching process including:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and Said outlet
port for Sequential time slots until a particular time slot
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is found for which both said inlet port and said outlet
port are vacant, where Said examining begins at an
initial time slot.

44. The apparatus of claim 42 wherein said time-slot
matching process is a Second-order matching process includ
ing:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and Said outlet
port for Sequential time slots until a particular time slot
is found for which both said inlet port and said outlet
port are vacant, where Said examining begins at an
initial time slot; and

where said particular time slot is found for which both
Said inlet port and Said outlet port are vacant, assessing
occupancy of a first inter-modular link connecting Said
first of Said optical Switch modules to Said Second of
Said optical Switch modules for Said particular time
slot;
where Said first inter-modular link is vacant for Said

particular time slot, generating a result record identi
fying Said given request, Said particular time slot and
Said first inter-modular link.

45. The apparatus of claim 42 wherein said time-slot
matching proceSS is a third-order matching process includ
ing:
examining occupancy of Said inlet port and Said outlet
port over Sequential time slots until a new particular
time slot is found for which both said inlet port and said
outlet port are Vacant, where Said examining begins at
an initial time slot;

where said new particular time slot is found for which
both Said inlet port and Said outlet port are vacant,
assessing occupancy of a Second inter-modular link
connecting Said first of Said optical Switch modules to
a third of said optical Switch modules and a third
inter-modular link connecting Said third of Said optical
Switch modules to Said Second of Said optical Switch
modules for Said new particular time slot; and
where Said Second and third inter-modular links are

vacant for Said particular time slot, generating a result
record identifying Said given request, Said particular
time slot and Said first inter-modular link.

46. A method of Selecting a path through a modular
optical Switch comprising:
receiving a request, where Said request identifies a
requested number of time slots, an inlet port of a first
Switch module and an outlet port of a Second Switch
module,

responsive to Said receiving Said request, comparing a
State map associated with Said inlet port to a State map
asSociated with Said outlet port to find a matching time
slot that is vacant in both Said inlet port and Said outlet
port,

if Said comparing provides Said matching time slot,
wherein Said State maps associated with Said respective
ports indicate vacancy in Said particular time slot,
recording Said matching time slot in a result record; and
transmitting Said result record to a controller of Said
modular optical Switch.

47. The method of claim 46 further comprising repeating
Said comparing for a Subsequent time slot of a first prede
termined Set of Sequential time slots either until Said match
ing time slot has been found or until Said State maps
asSociated with each of Said first predetermined Set of
Sequential time slots have been compared.
48. The method of claim 46 further comprising:
responsive to Said receiving Said request, initializing a
local indeX to a value of Said requested number of time
slots,

where Said matching time slot is found,
reducing Said local indeX by one; and
generating an indication of Successful matching.
49. The method of claim 48 further comprising repeating
Said comparing, reducing and generating for each of Said
Sequential time slots of Said first predetermined Set of
Sequential time slots either until Said local indeX has been
reduced to Zero or until Said State maps associated with each
Sequential time slot of Said first predetermined Set of addi
tional time slots have been compared.
50. The method of claim 49 further comprising, where
each of Said first predetermined Set of Sequential time slots
have been compared and Said local indeX exceeds Zero,
repeating Said comparing, reducing and generating for
Sequential time slots of a Second predetermined Set of
Sequential time slots either until Said local indeX has been
reduced to Zero or until Said State maps associated with each
additional time slot of Said Second predetermined set of
Sequential time slots have been compared.
51. The method of claim 49 further comprising, where
each of Said first predetermined Set of Sequential time slots
have been compared and Said local indeX exceeds Zero,
outputting a request with a requested number of time slots
Set to a value of Said local indeX.

52. A path Selection apparatus comprising:
a plurality of matching units, where each of Said plurality
of matching units is adapted to:
receive a connection request, where Said connection
request identifies a requested number of time slots,
an inlet port of a first Switch module and an outlet
port of a Second Switch module,
responsive to Said receiving Said time-slot-allocation
request, compare a State map, Specific to a particular
time slot, associated with Said inlet port to a State
map, Specific to Said particular time slot, associated
with Said outlet port to find a matching time slot that
is vacant in both Said inlet port and Said outlet port;
if Said comparing provides Said matching time slot,
wherein Said State maps associated with Said respec
tive ports indicate vacancy in Said particular time
slot, record Said matching time slot in a result record;
a plurality of result buffers, each of Said a plurality of
result bufferS adapted to receive a result record from an
asSociated one of Said plurality of matching units, and
a cyclic Selector adapted to Select a single result record at
a time from each of said plurality of result buffers under
control of Said cyclic Selector.
53. The path selection apparatus of claim 52 wherein each
of Said plurality of matching units comprises:
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a request buffer for receiving Said time-slot-allocation
request,

a memory adapted to Store Said State map associated with
Said inlet port and Said State map associated with Said
outlet port;
a path finding processor adapted to:
receive Said connection request from Said request
buffer;

acceSS Said memory; and
perform Said comparing to result in a given result
record; and

a Selector adapted to:
receive Said given result record as a product of Said
comparing, and
transmit Said result record to Said associated result
buffer.

54. A data structure for simple and compound time-slot
matching over a number of time slots to be considered, said
data Structure for use in a Switch module in a modular Switch

comprising a plurality of Switch modules having inlet ports
and outlet ports, Said data Structure comprising:
a first matrix having:
a number of rows equal to a first product of a maximum
number of Said inlet ports and a maximum number of
Switch modules; and
a number of columns equal to Said number of time
Slots,

a Second matrix having:
a number of rows equal to a Second product of a
maximum number of Said outlet ports and a maxi
mum number of Switch modules, and

a number of columns equal to Said number of time
Slots,

a third matrix having:
a number of rows equal to a third product of Said
maximum number of Said inlet ports and a maximum
number of time slots to be considered; and

a number of columns equal to a maximum number of
Said outlet ports,

a fourth matrix having:
a number of rows equal to a fourth product of Said
maximum number of Said outlet ports and a maxi
mum number of time slots to be considered; and

a number of columns equal to Said maximum number
of inlet ports.
55. The data structure of claim 54 wherein each element

in each of Said matrices is a 1-bit word indicating an
Occupancy State.

56. A method of using the data structure of claim 54 for
first-order time-slot matching, Said method comprising:
finding an entry in a row in Said first matrix indicating a
vacant occupancy State for an inlet port of a given one
of Said plurality of Switch modules, and
finding an entry in a row in Said Second matrix indicating
a vacant occupancy State for an outlet port of Said given
one of Said plurality of Switch modules.
57. A method of using the data structure of claim 54 for
Second order time-slot matching, said method comprising:
finding an entry in a row in Said first matrix indicating a
vacant occupancy State for an inlet port of a first one of
Said plurality of Switch modules,
finding an entry in a row in Said Second matrix indicating
a vacant occupancy State for an outlet port of a Second
one of Said plurality of Switch modules, and
finding an entry in a row in Said third matrix indicating a
vacant occupancy State for an inner link to Said Second
one of Said plurality of Switch modules, and
58. A method of using the data structure of claim 54 for
third-order time-slot matching, Said method comprising:
finding an entry in a row in Said first matrix indicating a
vacant occupancy State for an inlet port of a first one of
Said plurality of Switch modules,
finding an entry in a row in Said Second matrix indicating
a vacant occupancy State for an outlet port of a Second
one of Said plurality of Switch modules,
finding an entry in a row in Said third matrix indicating a
vacant occupancy State for an inner link to a third one
of Said plurality of Switch modules, and
finding an entry in a row in Said fourth matrix indicating
a vacant occupancy State for an inner link to Said
Second one of Said plurality of Switch modules.
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